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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2511 
INTERNATIQNAL BROTHE,R.HOOD OF ELECTRICAL 
WORKERS AND LOCAL UNION NUMBER 732, IN-
TERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL 
WORKERS, Ai~D H. L. FLETCHER, ITS FIN.&N-
CIAL SECRE·TAR.Y, LOO.AL U,NION NUMBER 
734, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELEC-
TRICAL WORKERS, AND J. F. CHERRY, ITS 
FINANCIAL SECRETARY, LOCAL UNION NUM-
BER 80, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
ELECTRIC.AL WORKERS, AND ·J. B. GRAY, ITS 
FINANCIAL S,ECR]J.TAR,Y, LOCAL UNION NUM-
BER 671, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
ELECTRICAL WORKERS, AND A. P. WY.A.TT, ITS 
FINAJ.~CIAL SECRETAR,Y, LOCAL UNION NUM-
BER 1135, AND J. A. EHGLE.STON, ITS FINANCIAL 
SECRETARY, Plaintiffs in Error, 
versits 
FRED BRIDGEMAN, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Honorable Chief Jitstice and Justices of the Supreme 
Court of .Appeals of Vi-rginia: · · 
' ' 
Your petitioners, International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, which was the principal defendant in the proceed-
ing ·hereinafter mentioned, and Local Union Number 732, In-
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ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and H. L. 
Fletcher, its financial secretary, Local Union Number 7341 
International Brotherhood of Electrical ·workers, and J. F. 
Cherry, its :financial secretary, Local Union Number 80, In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and J. B. 
Gray, its financial secretary, Local Union Number 671, In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and A. P. 
W'yatt, its financial secretary, Local Union Number 1135, and 
J. A. Eggleston, its financial secretary, who were co-de-
2* fendants therein, respectfully represent that they are 
*aggrieved by a final judgment of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, Virginia, entered on the twelfth day of 
May, 1941, in a proceeding by way of attachment, wherein 
Fred Bridgeman was plaintiff. A transcript of the record ac-
companies this petition, and the original exhibits which were 
introduced at the trial of this case have been certified to this 
Court as provided by law, and likewise accompany this peti-
tion. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
Fred Bridgeman, plaintiff below and defendant in error 
here, became a member of the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers in May, 1916. On September 9, 1937, he 
applied to the Secretary of Local Union Number 732 in Ports-
mouth, Virginia, of which Local Union he was a member, for 
pension benefits which he alleged had theretofore accrued and 
were due to him. The Financial Secretary of Local Union 
Number 732 declined to pay Bridgeman the pension benefits 
claimed by him for the stated reason that Bridg·eman had not 
been in continuous good standing in the Union for twenty 
years. The Union asserted that Bridg·eman failed to pay hi8 
dues for April, May, and June, 1921, until August 15, 1921, 
and that under the Constitution of the Order be thereby de-
prived himself of the right to be paid any pension benefib~ 
until the lapse of twenty years from August 15, 1921. 
Bridgeman was dissatis~ed with this rulin~· of the Locnl 
Union and on the twenty-e1g·bth day of September, 1938, filed 
in the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth a petition for 
an attachment in which the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers was named as principal defendant and in 
which he claimed the pension benefjts which he lmd demanded 
of the Local Union and whfoh had been refused bv it. Tlw 
3* recovery soug·ht included all *payments alleged to lJe due 
throug·h September~ 1938. The case duly cnme on for 
trial, and the sole auestion at issue was wliether Bridgeman, 
at the time of the institution of his suit, had heen in continu-
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ous good standing for twenty years; or whether, as the Broth-
erhood contended., there had been a failure on his part to pay 
dues for April, May, and June, 1921, which interrupted his 
continuous g·ood standing and deprived him of his right to 
the pension beneuts claimed. Tl1ere was a trial by jury which 
resulted in a verdict for the plaintiff awarding· him the pen-
s10n benefits claimed by him, in the aggregate sum of :B1ive 
nundred and F'our Dollars ( $504.CO), and this verdict was 
confirmed by a judgment entered by the Circuit Court of the 
~1ty of Portsmouth on April 4, 1939. 
A petition for a writ of error was filed hy the defendant, 
the writ was allowed, and the case came on to he heard on 
appeal in this Court as Record No. 2166 and is reported as 
1 nte1·national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. Fred 
Bridge'lnan, 175 Va. 99; 7 S. K 2nd 104. 
The sole error assigned in the petition was that the record 
showed that Bridgeman had become automatically suspended 
for non-payment of dues during three consecutive months in 
1921, that consequently, at the time of the institution of his 
suit in September, 1938, he had not been in continuous good 
standing for twenty years, and that therefore he was not en-
titled, under the Constitution of the Order, to the pension 
benefits claimed by him. 
This Court in its opinion decided this single point and none 
other. It held that the jury was warranted in finding that 
under the circumstances disclosed bv the record the Brother-
l1ood had waived the payment of dues for the months in ques-
tion and had led Bridgeman to believe that they would be 
taken care of out of certain funds due him from the Local 
4• Union, and that it was •consequently estopped from 
setting up his non-payment of dues for the months iu 
question as a defense. Upon this narrow issue it affirmed the 
judgment of the lower court by its decision, rendered on the 
twenty-sixth day of February, 1940. 
This judgment, rendered by the Circuit Court of the City 
of Portsmouth on April 4, HJ39, and affirmed by this Court 
on February 26, 1940, was duly paid by the Brotherhood. 
Thereafter, the following facts developed, as shown by the 
record herewith presented: 
On May 28, 1940, D. ,v. Tracy, International President of 
the Brotherhood, wTote Bridgeman by registered mail-1·e-
ceipt whereof Bridgeman acknowledges-advising him that he 
stood charged with a violation of Article XXVIII, Sectioll 
1, of the Constitution of the Order, in that he had resorted 
to a court of law on September 28, 1938, by instituting his 
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action, above referred to, without having first exhausted his 
remedies within the Order. This letter was very explicit 
m, to the offense with which Bridgeman stood ch3:rged. It 
notitied him to appear before the International President 
within twenty days to answer the charges; or, if he were so 
aci. vised, to request a postponement. It notified Bridgeman 
that, failing his appearance or re,iuest for postponement, a 
hearing would be had and testimony would be adduced, fol-
lowing which such action would be taken as the proved facts 
might warrant. It enclosed for his information a copy of the 
Constitution of the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Vv orkers and a copy of the Constitution and By-Laws of the 
Electrical Workers Benefit Association. It appears in the 
Exhibits as Exhibit 7 with the testimony of Gustave Bugnia-
zet. Article XXVIII, Section 1, referred to in this letter, is 
as follows: 
5• *''Any member violating his obligation and resorting to 
a court of law for redress for any injustice he may be-
lieve has been done him by the I. B. E. W., or any of its 
Local Unions-until he has first exhausted all his remedies 
through all the courts within the I. B. E. W.-sball stand au-
tomatically expelled and without rights of any kind.'' 
To this letter Bridgeman replied, denying any' jurisdiction 
in Mr. Tracy or the Brotherhood to discipline him, and stat-
ing, rather ambiguously, that he had instituted his suit only 
after he had applied for relief in the Order and had been de-
nied (R., p. 88). He did not state that he had first exhausted 
all his remedies through all the courts within the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. He could not truthfullv 
have stated this, because he had not done so. · 
On June 12, 1940, Tracy wrote a second time to Bridge-
man, acknowledging receipt of hiR letter and stating that 
Tracy's interpretation thereof was that Bridgeman would 
not be present and did not request any postponement of his 
trial.· This second Jetter notified Bridg·eman that ''this of-
fee will proceed with the trial on June 17th in the event of 
your non-appearance, and in the event of your failure to 
notify me prior thereto of your desire for postponement". 
This letter was sent registered and Bridgeman aclmowledg·es 
its receipt. It is E·xhibit Bugniazet No. 8. 
Bridgeman made no reply thereto, and the trial was ac-
cordingly held on ~Tune 17, 1940. He did not appear in per-
Ron or by counsel; testimony and evidence were presented and 
l1e was· found g·uilty, as charged, of a violation of Article 
XXVIIl, Section 1, of the Constitution of the I. B. E.W. 
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On June 26, 1940, Tracy wrote Bridgeman a third letter-
registered and duly received by Bridgeman-reviewing the 
previous correspondence and advising· him .that the trial was 
had on June 17. This is Exhibit Bugniazet No. 9. It 
6* told him the result thereof *in the following language : 
"On the basis of the evidence at hand and obtainable, you 
were found guilty as charged, i. e., guilty of a violation of 
Article L~VIII, Section 1, of the Constitution of the Inter-. 
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The penalty 
f ?r violating this article . and section of the_ IBEW is expul-_ 
SIOn. 
'' Accordingly, after having been given every full oppor-
tunity and repeatedly invited to appear and defend yourself 
and after your having failed to appear or send counsel to rep-
resent you or to offer any rebuttal or defense, you are herein 
notified that you have been expelled for violating Article 
XXVIII, Section 1, of the IBEW Constitution, effective as 
of this date." (Italics supplied.) 
Bridgeman made no reply to this letter, nor did he take 
any steps, as he had the right to do, to appeal from the order 
of expulsion entered by the International President (R., pp. 
88-89). On June 25, 1940, he sent the International Secre-
tary Six Dollars ($6~00) for the payment of dues for April, 
l\fay, and June, 1940, which was promptly returned to him 
hy registered mail, and he acknow ledg·es receipt of the Broth-
erhood's check in that amount (R., pp. 40, 85-86). The cheek 
was duly endorsed and cashed by Bridgeman and appears as 
Exhibit No. 10. He neither pt-1icl, uor attempted to pay, any 
dues thereafter. 
On the twenty-eig·hth day of August, 1940, Bridgeman filed 
a second petition in the Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth for an attachment ag·ainst tl1e International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers as principal defendant and a 
number of Local Unions and their respective financial secre-
taries as co-defendants, claiming· further pension benefits, ag-
gregating Nine Hundred and Fifty-six Dollars ($956.00), rep-
resenting payments alleged to he due him of Forty-two Dol-
lars ($42.00) per month from October, 1938, to March, 1940, 
inclusive; and of Forty Dollars ($40.00) per month for April 
to August, Hl40, inclusive. 
Before instituting this action-which is the case now 
7* *presented for review to this Court-Bridgeman made 
no application to his Local Union or to any officers of 
the Brotherhood for the pension benefit.s claimed therein (R., 
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pp. 67, 97), although the Constitution of the Brotherhood ex-
pressly forbids resort to the civil courts until the member 
shall have first exhausted all his remedies through all the 
courts within the Order. The principal defendant appear-Cd 
specially and moved to quash the attachment, which motion 
was overruled by the trial court, and exception thereto was 
duly taken (H,., pp. 18-19). The plaintiff thereafter filed his 
bill of particulars which, after claiming the instalments and 
total of pBnsion benefits hereinabove mentioned, insisted that 
his right tliereto was res j1.uZi<:ata, having been settled in the 
previous ac.Wm brought by him ( R., p. 20). 
The principal defendant bled its grounds of defense, set-
ting out in detail Bridgeman 's expulsion and bis consequent 
loss of all rights as a member of the Brotherhood; and, fur-
ther, that the present acti~n had been instituted by Bridge-
man without first exhausting all his remedies through all the 
courts within the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
W orkcrs which he was required by the Constitution of the 
Brotherhood to do, and which was, in said answer and grounds 
of defense, alleged to be a condition precedent to the right of 
the plaintiff to institute this action (R., pp. 21-30). 
The case came on for trial, and by consent was heard with-
out a jury, all matters of law and fact being submitted to 
the Court. The result was a judgment for the plaintiff for 
the full amount claimed. The trial Court, in its opinion, set 
out in the record, page 99, held tbat Bridgeman 's right to re-
cover in this action was settled by the decision in the previous 
action, which, it said, made tlw issues in this action re.c; 
judicata. It further held that the expulsion of Bridg·e-
8* man was void. It ignored "entirely the other grounl of 
defense, to-wit, that resort to the ti·ibunals of the Broth-
erhood was a condition precedent to Bridgeman 's right to 
institute this action. 
To this judgment of the Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth a writ of error and s-11,p~rsedeas is sought by this pe-
tition. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
FIRST: The Court erred in overruling- tl1e principal de-
fendant's motion to quash the Rttachment l1ccause it is in-
valid on its face, in that the petition did not set forth the ex-
istence of one or more of the !?;rounds of Httachment men-
tioned in Section 6379' of the Code of Virgfoia. 
SECOND: The Court erred in holding that the issues in 
this case were res fudicata. by reason or' the decision of this 
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Court in the previous case of International Brotherhood of 
l!Jlectrical Workers v. Bridgeman, Record No. 2166. 
THIRD: The Court erred in holding that the expulsion of 
Bridgeman from the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers was void, because the evidence shows that he was 
duly expelled in accordance with the Constitution of that Or-
der and hence was not entitled to recover in this proceeding. 
F'OURTH: The Court erred in refusing to hold that. by 
reason of Bridgeman's failure to exhaust all his remedies 
through all the courts in the International Brotherhood of 
~lectrical Workers before resorting to a Court of law for 
the relief claimed in this action, he was precluded from any 
recovery herein. 
These Assignments of Error will be discussed in order. 
9* * ARGUMENT. 
fusT ASSIGNMENT. 
The Co'U,rt Should Have Sustained the Motion to Quash the 
Attachment. 
The principal defendant, by its counsel, appeared specially 
and moved to quash the attachment on the grounds that it is 
invalid on its face, that it was executed on false suggestion 
and without sufficient cause, and that consequently, pursuant 
to Section 6403 of the Code of Virginia, it should be dis-
missed. The obvious reasons for this are as follows : 
Section, 6883 of said Code proYides for the institution of 
an attachment proceeding, and compliance with its provisions 
is mandatory. Among other things, it requires: '' The peti-
tion shall also set forth the ,~xi.~tence of one or nwre o.f the 
,qrounds of attachment rnentioned in Section 6379, * • * . " 
Section 6.'/79 states six grounds for an attachment in the 
alternative. In this case the plaintiff obviously attempted to 
base his attachment on the first ground, which reads as fol-
lows: 
''Is a foreign corporation, or is not a resident of this State, 
and has estate or debts owing lo .~aid defendant within thP 
county or city in. whwh the attach11ient is, or that said defend-
ant being a non-resident of this State, is entitled to the bene'it 
of any lien, leg-al or equitable, on property, real or personal, 
within the county or city in which the attachment is. Th'"' 
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. word 'estate', as herein used, shall include all rights or in-
terests of a pecuniary nature which can be protected, enforced, 
or proceeded against in courts of law or equity;" (Italics sup-
plied). 
It is because of the plaintiff's absolute failure to comply, 
or even attempt to comply, with the italicized portion of the 
:-;tatute last quoted that this attachment petition must fall. This 
statement is made advisedly, for in, the third paragraph 
wherein the petitioner attempts to state his ground for at-
tachment, he recites (R., p. 2) that the principal de-
10* fendant is a non-resident of the •State of Virginia "and 
is entitled to certain personal property in sums of money 
in the State of v·irginia". (Italics supplied.) In the following 
paragraph he prays for an attachment ag·ainst the estate, 
real and personal, of said principal defendant in the State of 
Virginia. Nowhere is there a statement, either direct or in-
direct, reciting that the defendant has an estate or debts owing 
to him within the cou.nty o.,. citv in which the attachment is. 
It is true that one of the co-defendants named in the peti-
tion is ''Local Uni.on Number 732, International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers, and R. L. Fletcher, its financial secre-
tary, 918 North Street, Portsmouth City''. ·what this may 
mean we do not know, but it certainly does not amount to an 
allegation that the defendant had any debt due it in the city 
of Portsmouth. It may mean any one of several things, to-
wit: 
1. It may mean that 918 North Street is the place where 
i\Ir. Fletcher carries on lli~ personal business, whatever that 
may be. 
2. It may mean that it is an address at which Mr. Fletcher 
may be found. 
3. It may mean that it is the place where mail may be left 
for him. 
4. It may mean where mail should be sent to the Local 
Union. · 
5. It may mean the place where the Local Union holds its 
meetings. 
Other meanings mig·ht be given to it, and any one would 
he a ~,.uess. It is well settled that an affidavit upon which an 
attachment is issued must be ,1.rholly in the affirmative, and 
not in the disjunctive. Here, as we have just. seen, anv 
11 * one of five *disjunctives is possible. · 
By no posi:;dbility can it he contended that the· only 
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meaning of this language is that Fletcher resides at 918 North 
Street. And this would have to be the sole meaning which 
could be given to it in order to meet the requirements of the 
statute. Nor is there any allegation that Local Union Num-
ber 732 has its principal office, or any office, or place of busi-
ness, in the City of Portsmouth. 
The case of Winfree v. Mann, 154 Va. 683, is directly in 
point. In that case the prayer for the petition, as in the case 
at bar, stated that the defendant "is a non-resident of' the 
State of Virginia * • * and has estate and debts due to· him 
in the State of Virginia, and especially he is the owner of a 
large amount of capital stock of the Pocahontas Fuel Com-
pany, Incorporated, a corporation chartered under the laws 
of the State of Virginia, with its head office at Pocahontas, 
Virginia''. 
The Court said, "Cfoarly the petition for attachment does 
not allege that the principal defendant, Mann, has either es-
tate or debts owing to him in the city of Lynchburg or that 
he is entitled to the benefit of any lien, legal or equitable, on 
property, real or personal, within the City of Lynchburg; and 
so far as this record discloses he has none''. 
The Court went on to say tha.t the allegation of the exist-
ence of a statutory ground for attachment is a s~ne qua non 
to the issuance of an attachment by any court, and stated 
that as an attachment is purely n statutory remedy, the power 
must rest upon express statutory authority. It further said 
that until a statutory ground for the issuance of an attach-
ment is alleged, no court has an exercisable jurisdiction . to 
issue a.n attachment. In affirming the decision of the 
12* trial court which quashed the *attachment, the late Judge 
Epes, who delivered the opinion of this Court, said: 
"Where the petition for attachment does not allege any of 
the grounds for attachment provided by the statute, if the 
principal has not appeared generally or been served with 
process, the court should quash any attachment issued thereon 
and dismiss the petition on a motion to quash (section 6404 
of the Code of Virgfoia 1919); or it may do so of its own mo-
tion, and ought to do so, as it is the duty of every court, 
r~x-officio, to disclaim a jurisdiction wh~ch it is not entitled 
to exercise. McAllister v .. Git,rJ,genheinier, 91 Va. 317, 21 S. E. 
475.'' 
We submit with confideiice that the essential averment 
stated above is entirely absent from this petition and that 
the same should have been dismissed. 
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SECOND ASSIGNMENT. 
The Decision in the P1·evious Case Does Not Render the Issues 
II ere Res J1ulica.ta. 
It is shown by Record No. 2166 that the only issue decided 
in the pr~vious litigation which is re.c, ju,dicata. as to subse-
quent suit~,- is_ that Bridgeman was -in Septenibrw, 1938, a 
member in good standing of the International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers. That was the only issue presented 
to the Court and the onlv issue decided. From that decision 
it follows that he was entitled to the pension benefits accruing 
up to that time and which were demanded in that action. In 
the case here presented, the defendant does not question the 
controlling effect of the previous decision; its defenses here 
arise out of events which occurred since that decision was 
rendered--def ens es which were not made, and could not pos-
sibly have been made, in the former action. 
In 30 Am. J ur. 925, the text says : 
13* *"Where a second action is upon a different claim, 
demand, or cause of action, the established rule is that 
the judgment in the first action operates as an estoppel only 
to the points or questions actually litigated and determined, 
and not as to matters not litigated in the former action, even 
thoug·h such matters mig·ht properly have been determined 
therein. Accordingly, before the doctrine of res jitdicata is 
applied in such cases, it should appear that the precise ques-
tion involved in the subsequent action was determined in the 
former action.,., 
In 2 Freeman on Judgments (5th Ed.) 1471, the text states: 
"Generally, if the issues in the second action are neces-
sarily different from those in the first, and the cause of ac-
tion or of defense alleged therein may co-exist with the mat-
ters determined in the former snit, the judgment therein is 
not conclusive of the second." 
In Bruntz.er v. Cook, 134 Va. 266, 114 S. E. 650, the opinion, 
by ,Judge Prentis, draws the distinction very clearly. He 
quoted with approval from the leadin~ case of Cromwell Y. 
Co11,nty of Sac, 94 U. S. 351, at considerable length. A part 
of that quotation, very pertinent here, reads ai;; follows: 
'' But. where the second action between the same partieR i:-:; 
upon a different claim or demand, the judgment in the prior 
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action operates ao e1t1 estoppel only as to those matters in 
issue or points controverted, upon the determination of which 
the finding or verdict was rendered. In all cases, therefore, 
where it is sought to applv the estoppel of a judgment ren-
dered upon one cause of action to matters arising in a suit 
upon a different cause of action, the inquiry must always be 
as to the point or question actually litigated and determined 
in the orig'inal action; not what might have been thus liti-
gated and determined. Only upon such matters is the judg-
ment conclusive in another action.'' 
And .Judge Prentis approved "the doctrine, for which 
many cases could be cited, that where. the second action is on 
a different claim, or demand, or cause of action, there the 
judgment in the first suit operates as an estoppel only as to 
the points or questions which were actually litigated and de-
termined' '. 
The sole issue litigated in the first action between these 
parties was this: "'\V"hether or not Fred Bridgeman, in Sep-
tember, 1938, had been a member of the International 
14* Brotherhood of *Electrical Workers in continuous good 
standing for twenty years theretofore. If so, he was 
entitled to such monthly pension benefits as had accrued up 
to September, 1938; if not, he was not entitled to such benefits. 
This issue, and this issue alone, was raised by the pleadings, 
considered in the evidence, and settled by ·the decision in the 
former action. It may he-and is-granted that in Septem-
ber, 1938, Bridgeman was a member in continuous good stand-
ing for twenty years and as such entitled to pension benefits 
accruing· up to that time, and still that established fact may 
co-exist with the defenses interposed in this action, namely, 
that subsequent thereto Bridgeman was expelled from the 
Order, and that l1e imJ)roperly brought the present suit. The 
defenses here interposed do not in any sense seek to distn r11 
the finality or extent of tlie decir..ion in the previous case. It 
follows that the doctrine of re8 .iudicata does not apply. 
Let us consider examples : Suppose a trust fund is cre-
ated whereby monthlv payments Hre to be made by the tru~-
tee to Jane Doe so long as she shall remain a widow. "X o 
payments are made by the trustee to Jane Doe, who brin~·R 
an action ag·ainst him for the recovery of the monthly instal-
ments tl1eretofore ace.ruing. The onlv defense is that tlw 
plaintiff is not the same .Tane Doe as the person named in the 
trust instrument; this issue is decided in favor of tbe plah1-
tiff, who thereupon collects all of the instalments accrui1w; 
prior to the institution of her action. But. suppose immedi-
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ately thereafter this plaintiff should remarry and that some-
time after her remarriage she should bring a second action, 
demanding payment to her of the monthly instalments ac-
cruing since her marriage. ·Clearly, the adjudication that she 
was the person named in the trust instrument and entitled to 
the payments accruing before the first action would not be 
res judicata as to her change of stat.us, which occurred after 
the trial of the first action. 
15* * Ag·ain, let us assume that Lessor leases to Lessee 
certain premises for a specified term at a rental pay-
able in monthly instalments, and that the lease contains a 
provision that .if the leased premises be destroyed by fire 
during· the term, all instalments of rent thereafter accruing 
shall be abated. Lessor sues Lessee for instalments of rent 
theretofore accruing·, and Lessee def ends on the sole ground 
that he never executed the lease and therefore is not liable 
to pay the rent reserved thereunder. The decision is ad-
verse to this contention and Lessor recovers all rent which 
had accrued up to the time he sued. Suppose immediately 
thereafter the premises are destroyed by fire, and Lessor 
thereafter brings another action against Lessee for rent accru-
ing subsequent to such destruction. Clearly, ag·ain, the prior 
decision, that Lessee was oblig·ated for the payment of rent 
accruing up to the time of the first action, would not prevent 
him from successfully defending the second action on the 
ground that an event which occurred subsequent to the first 
decision had relieved him of the liability asserted against him 
in the second suit. 
The law is stated clearly in 34 C. J. 808: 
'' The estoppel of a judg·ment extends only to the facts and 
conditions as they were_ at the time the judgment was ren-
dered, and to the leg·al rights and relations of the parties 
as fixed by the facts so determined; and when new facts or 
conditions intervene before the second suit, furnishing a new 
basis for the claims and def ens es of the parties respectively, 
the issues are no longer the same, and hence the former judg-
ment cannot be pleaded in bar in the subsequent action.'' 
The recent case of Ash Sheep Co. v. United States, 252 U. 
S. 159, 170, contains this statement: 
"We agree with the Court of Appeals that 'a judgment is 
not conclusive on any question which, from the nature of the 
case or the form of action, could not have been adjudicated 
in the case in which it was rendered'." 
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16* *This Court has applied the principle we contend for 
in the case of Bayly v. Curlette, 117 Va. 253, 84 S. E. 
642, in which the opinion says: 
'' We are of the opinion that the issues involved in the pres-
ent case were neither within the pleadings nor evidence in 
the original suit. Indeed, the facts and circumstances upon 
which these issues are founded had no existence at that time, 
but have subsequently arisen. Hence, from the nature of 
things, the matters here involved could not then have been 
brought forward for adjudication. It is true that it is a mat-
ter of public interest that there shall be an end ·to litigation, 
but that consideration cannot be allowed to deprive a litigant 
of the opportunity to submit his cause to a competent tribunal 
for hearing and judgment.'' 
And again in Ivey v. Lewis, 133 Va. 122, 112 S. E. 712, this 
Court said: 
'' Whatever may be the correct ruling with respect to what 
matters are concluded by a preceding suit which may have 
been but were not in fact presented for decision, all of the 
authorities concur in the view that only such matters are thus 
concluded, ag·ainst the complainant in a preceding suit, which 
were 'presented or presentable to sustain the particular de-
mand litig·ated in the prior suit'." 
A very clear statement of the principle of law applicable 
here is found in 30 Am. J ur. 943, where the text states: 
'' Where, after the rendition of a judgment, subsequent 
events occur, creating a new leg·al situation, or altering the 
legal rights or relations of the litigants, the judgment may 
thereby be precluded from operating as an estoppel." 
The defense in the present or instant action, that Bridge-
man was expelled from the Order for violating the Consti-
tution and had improperly broug·ht the present suit, did not 
exist during the pendency of the former suit, and could not 
have been presented therein, because the expulsion had not 
occurred at or during that time, and no such defense could 
possibly have been adjudicated. The Record is perfectly 
definite, and without contradiction, to the effect that Bridge-
. man was not expelled before June 17, 1940, and that his 
17*=' expulsion became "effective" as of the *date expressly 
specified in President Tracy's letter of June 26 to him. 
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The testimony of Mr. Bug'lliazet, the International Secretary 
of the Brotherhood (R., p. 87), states in explicit and positive 
terms that Mr. Bridgeman '' did not cease to be a member 
until the action by President Tracy on June 17, 1940", and 
that "he was not out w1til Jm1e 17, 1940". And President 
Tracy's letter of June 26, UJ40, to Bridgeman, definitely states 
that his expulsion for viola.ting Article XXVIII, Section 1, 
of the Constitution was ''effective as of this date'' ( Exhibit 
No. 9). He could not legally or constitutionally have been 
expelled without or prior to a trial, including a fair hearing 
or opportunity therefor, with the right to attend personally 
or b,y· counsel or in both ways, a.ud to present his defense or 
defenses .. No expulsion could legally be effective without such 
a hearing and until, thereupon and thereafter, a judgment of 
guilt and expulsion bad followed. For citation of authority 
on this point, see infra page 29. 
The Record, according·ly, definitely determines that thel'l~ 
was no lawfully effective expulsion of Bridgeman during the 
pendeucy of the former suit, and tha.t no defense based upon 
it was available or possible therein, for the decisive reason 
that it did not exist. It was a defense which came i.nto ex-
istence after the first suit had been tried and adjudged, ancl 
was available to the Brotherhood for the first time in Bridge-
man's present and instant suit. To say that tlie right of ex-
pulsion for violating the Constitution existed ''automatically'' 
hefo re a trial, or hearing, or opportunity to the accused for 
defense, is to say that the Section of the Constitution in quei-;-
tion is at war with the law of the land, with basic constitu-
tional requirements and the very first precepts of justice. 
The word" automatically" will be given a constitutional, ancl 
not an unconstitutional, intendment, and be held to mean tbat 
upon a finding or judgment. of guilt after fair, lawful, 
18* (t:and due hearin,q, the judgment of expulsion shall he 
automatically operative. 
The principle is too familiar to require citation that it is 
never to be presumed that the intent of statutes or by-laws 
is to do an unconstitutional and void thing; and that any con-
struction leading to such a conclusion ong·ht to be and will be 
avoided if possible. 
We submit that it would be ttt variance with every principle 
of justice to hold that where there is a continuing· obligation, 
the validitv 01' existence of which may be at any time Hf-
fected by the occurrence of an event, a. decision that the ob-
ligation exists ns of a. given date should preclude the partie~ 
from Rhowing in a later proceeding· that thereafter, by rea-
son of a suh~e1uently occurring· event~ the oblig·ation has te1·-
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minated. Such, in effect, is the holding of the trial court (R., 
p. 99), which said: '' The defense now attempted to be inter-
posed to this action is a defense that could a.nd should have 
Deen made in the former suit, hence is too late." 
"'\Ve respectfully maintain that in this statement the learned 
Judge of the trial court was clearly in error. The defense 
that Bridgeman had been expelled from the Order and was 
without rig·hts of any kind obviously could not be made until 
such expulsion had occurred. He had not been expelled at 
the time of the former trial, and hence no such defense could 
have been interposed there. Moreover, a. second defense in-
terposed by the principal defendant in the present case is 
that application by Bridgeman to the Order, pursued through 
all the tribunals of the Order, for the pension benefits claimed 
in this action, was a condition precedent to his right to in-
stitute this action in the civil courts. This certainly is a de-
fense which is peculiar to this action and *could not by 
19* any possibility have been interposed in the former suit. 
It is submitted that the previous action is not res 
judicata of the issues here presented, and that the holding· of 
the trial court was manifestly erroneous. 
THIRD ASSIGNMENT. 
The Gou.rt Erred in Holdin.<J That Bridgeman Had Not Been 
Regularly &1pelled Thereby Losing .A.ll Rights 
As a 111e·mber of the Orr.ler. 
The Constitution of the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers (Exhibit No. 1--Bugniazet), is in evidence 
in this case. On page forty-one ( 41) thereof, Article XXVIII, 
Section 1, reads as follows : · 
"Any member violating his obligntion imd resorting to a 
court of law for redress for nny injustice he may believe has 
been done him by the I. B. E. vV., 01· any of its Local Union~-
until he has first exhausted all his remedies through all the 
courts within the I. B. E. W.-shall stand automatically ex-
pelled and without rights of any kind.'' ~ 
The oath which everv member must take on admission to 
the International Brotb'erliood of Electrical ,v orlrnrs contains 
this lang-uag·e : 
"I promise and agree not to resort to an~r court of law for 
redress of any injustice that I may believe has been clone me 
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by the I. B. E. W. or any of its Local Unions, until I have 
first resorted to and exhausted the remedies provided for this 
object by the Constitution, Laws and Rules of the I. B. E. 
w." (R., p. 74.) 
When Bridgeman first applied for pension benefits he did 
so, according to his testimony in the previous case, Record 
No. 2166, page 48, as follows: 
''Q. How did you make the application, Mr. Bridgeman? 
'' A. According to the Constitution, through the Secretary 
of the Local Union~ 
''Q. You went to the secretary of the Local Union and 
made your application Jl 
''A. Yes. 
"Q. And asked for what? 
20* ., 'A. For an application blank for pension, I believe. 
'' Q. And you never did get it? 
"A. No. 
"Q. Never did get the application blank? 
'' .A.. No, sir. He, H. L. Fletcher, Financial Secretary of 
Local Union No. 732, showed me later where it was refused. 
"Q. Refused because they contended you were not of 20 
years good standing 1 
"A. I believe that is right." 
This was all of his evidence as to his application and as 
to the steps he took to assert his rights before instituting his 
action in the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth. In 
Record No. 2166, pag·e 41, Gustave M. Bugniazet, International 
Secretary of tlle Brotherhood, testified that Bridgeman :filed 
no application with the International office, and that the only 
communication received on his account was a letter dated 
January 3, 1938, from bis attorney, Tom E. Gilman. M:r. 
Bugniazet testified also in the present case (R., pp. 75-77). 
He said that Bridgeman applied on September 5, 1937, to 
H. L. Fletcher, Secretary of Local Union Number 732, for 
pension benefits; that Fletcher forwarded this letter to Bug-
niazet, International Secretary; and that he, Bugniazet, 
replied to Fletcher under da.te of September 9, 1937. The 
letter of Bridg·eman, the letter of Fletcher, and the letter of 
Bug·niazet are together a part of this record as "Exhibit 4, 
Bug·niazet' '. The only other communication received from or 
on behalf of Bridgeman was a letter from Tom E·. Gilman, 
his attorney, dated ,January 3, 1938, addressed to the IBEW, 
1200 Fifteenth Street, Washington, D. C., asserting- that 
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Bridgeman was entitled to pension benefits. Mr. Bugniazet 
replied to Mr. Gilman on January 5, 1938, stating that in his 
opinion Bridg·eman was not entitled to the benefits. These 
two letters are in evidence together as ''Exhibit 5-Bugnia-
zet'' in this case. Mr. Bugniazet testified positively that this 
was all the correspondence or record of any action between 
Bridgeman and the Brotherhood prior to the .institution by 
Bridgeman of his first suit in the Circuit Court of the 
21 * City of Portsmouth on September *28, 1938. 
].\fr. Bugniazet 's testimony is supported by that of 
Mr. E. B. Bieretz, Assistant to the President, who stated as 
a witness in the present case that all of the official mail of 
the President comes over his desk and is handled by him; that 
a very careful search had been made of all the files, and that 
no correspondence or papers bearing on Bridgeman 's claim 
for pension benefits had ever been received and none could 
be found except the correspondence bereinabo-ve referred to; 
and that no other letters, claims, or applications had ever 
been heard of in the office of the International President (R., 
p. 97). 
When Bridgeman's application was rejected by the Local 
Union he had, under the Constitution of the Order, the right 
to appeal his case as follows ( see Exhibit 1, Constitution of 
IBEW, page 45, Article XXVIII, Section 13, et seq.): An ap-
peal lies from the decision of the Local Union to the Inter-
national Vice-President. From nn adverse decision of the 
International Vice-President an appeal may be made to the 
International President, thence to the International Executive 
Council, and thence to the Convention. 
It appears from the foreg·oing that Bridgeman, ac~ording 
to this record, violated his oath of admission and violated 
Article XXVIII, Section 1, of the Constitution of the Order 
by resorting to a court of law without first exhausting all hi:;; 
remedies through all the courts within the International 
Brotherhood. It was for this offense that he was tried before 
D. W. Tracy, International President of the Brotherhood. 
The charges, which were communicated to Bridgeman by 
Tracy's letter of May 28, 1940 (Exhibit 8-Bug11iazet), were 
very specific. We think it important to quote extensively 
therefrom at this point. The letter said: 
22., *''In September of 1937 you applied to the Financial 
Secretary of Local Union #7:32 for pension hene~fa. 
The Local union Secretarv wrote to the International Office 
requesting an application· blank in your behalf. Thereafter 
International Secretary Bugniazet informed the local union 
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secretary of your standing as it appeared on the records of 
the International Office. 
'' By letter dated September 3, 1938,'' ( An inadvertence. 
The date was J awuary 3, 1938.) '' Attorney Tom E. Gilman, 
purporting to represent you, made demand on the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of lDlectrical Workers for pension bene-
fits claimed t_o ·be due to you. The International Secretary 
replied to Mr. Gilman, explaining the operation of the Con-
stitution ~u1~ the record of your standing with the Interna-
tional Office. · 
"On September 28, 1938, you commenced an action in the 
Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, Virginia, and ob-
tained an attachment against the International Brotherhood, 
tho International Secretary and the International Treasurer 
of all funds of the Iuteniatioal Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers in the hands of Local Union #732, Local Union 
#734, Local Union #80, Local Union #8, Local Union 
#980, Local Union #515, and Local Union #1135. The pro-
curement of this attachment by you endangered the standing 
and benefits of every member of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical 1¥ orkers in the .State of Virginia. The ac-
tion thus beg'Un by you was carried through to trial and 
judgment. 
'' Between the time that the International Secretary in-
formed the Financial Secretary of Local Union #732 of your 
standing in the International Brotherhood of Electrical ·vvork-
ers and the commencement of the court action of September 
28, 1938, above mentioned, you did not communicate with the 
International Office, other than through your attorney 
23* by the letter of September" * (January) "3, 1938, nor 
· did you at any time make application for pension bene-
fits as provided for in the Constitution of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 
''The commencement of the action as mentioned above was 
a resort to a court of ]aw for redress without having exhausted 
your remedies ,vithin the International Brotl1erhood of Elec-
trical Workers, and a violation of Article XXVIII, Section 
1, of the Constitution of the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical ,v orkers. '' 
Replying to this specific charge, by letter, Bridgeman de-
nied Tracy's authority to discipline him. He did not den)~ 
that he had brought action in the civil courts without havin~r 
first exhausted his remedies within the Order; he merelv said 
he hacl "annlied for relief within the order", and referred to 
the record in the previous case (R., p. 83). 
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In the previous trial Bridgeman had said nothing what-
ever concernnig any attempt to obtain the pension he claimed 
except thro,ugh the Local Union (Record No. 2166, page 48). 
'1,he International Office had no record of any other applica-
tion or any appeal from the decision of the Local Union, as 
Bridgeman was advised by Tracy; and in replying to Tracy, 
.tlridgeman made no mention of any effort on his part to have 
the action of the Loe.al Union reversed or overruled. 
At the trial in this case, in an obvious attempt to avoid 
the consequences of the situation in which he found himself, 
.bridgeman produced a memorandum book purporting to con-
tain copies of letters which he then-for the first time-stated 
he had written on October 10, 1937 (a Sunday), addressed, 
respectively, to "D. W. Tracy, President, I. B. E. vV." and 
to '' Members of the Int. Ex. Council, I. B. E. W. ", claiming 
his pension benefits Althoug·h he claims to have had 
24* this book since October, 1937, this *was the first time it, 
or the letters he says were copied therein, had ever been 
mentioned, in or out of court. This book was introduced, over 
the objection of counsel for the defendant, as plaintiff's Ex:-
hibits A and B ( R., p. 39). .No demand had been made by 
Bridgeman 's counsel for the production of the originals 
thereof, and the exhibits were not even carbon copies, but sim-
ply self-serving memoranda. Their probative value, it seems to 
us, is practically nil. 
No such letters were ever received by Mr. Bugniazet or by 
Mr. Tracy; no mention was made of their existence at the 
first trial; and-most significant of all-when Tracy wrote 
Bridgeman on June 28, Hl40, telling him specifically that no 
communication had been received except his letter to the 
Local Union, and his attorney's letter, and that no application 
for pension benefits had been made acc.ording to constitutional 
requirements, Bridgeman did not even assert tbe existence of 
the letters which he later testified he had written. 
It is inconceivable that a man, facing expulsion on charges 
which he knows to be false and the falsity of which he luu.; 
the means of proving·, should not only fail to appear and de-
fend himself, hut should even fail to tell his accuser of the ex-
istence of such evidence. His only excuse for not replying 
to Mr. Tracy and reminding ·him of these letters was that he 
decided "it. was useless to waste postage" (R.., p. 57). 
Bridgeman was tried upon these charges on .June 17, 1940. 
and was expelled. He made no defense whatever. He did 
not appear either in person or by counsel. He requested no 
postponement. He did not even protest to the International 
President tlmt he had written letters to him and to the In-
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ternat10nal Executive Uouncil, which, if true, would have 
25;;, been powerful evidence in his defense. *The trial was 
regularly conducted in every respect, after due notice, 
and every opportunity for defense had been accorded the ac-
cused. He took no appeal from the sentence of expulsion. 
In the lower court a question was raised as to the juris-
diction of l\lr. Tracy to try Bridgeman on these charges. 
There is very obviously some confusion in the opinion of the 
lower court as to this jurisdiction. It said (R., p. 99), "The 
attempted expulsion of the plaintiff by the President of the 
defendant is void. None of the sections of the by-laws or 
constitution give him that power in this case and the only 
way he can now be suspended or expelled would be in accord-
ance with section five, Article XII, p. 13, of the Constitu-
tion''. 
By reference to the fifth section of Article XII of the Con-
stitution, it will be seen that the court was clearly in error in 
holding· that it conferred any jurisdiction upon any tribunal 
to try any member on the charges pref erred against Bridge-
man. It reads as follows: 
'' Any member violating any of the provisions of this Article 
or any member aiding or abetting a member to violate the 
same, a.fter investigation by the I. E. C." (International Ex-
ecutive Council) "and being found guilty, shall be perma-
nently barred from ever participating in these Benefits, and 
may ~e suspended, expelled, or assessed as the I. E. C. may 
decide." ( Italics supplied.) 
Article XII has no provision for bidding resort to the civil 
courts. It merely forbids pensioners from performing elec-
trical work or attending meetings. 
It is our interpretation-and that of the Brotherhood-
that there is concurrent jurisdiction to try charges of this 
character in the Local Union Executive Board and in the 
Pre~ident of the Order. The reason for the granting of con-
current jurisdiction is not difficult to understand. Purely 
local matters affecting only the Local Union can most 
26* conveniently be tried by the ..,Local ·Union without 
putting upon the International Officers the burden of 
hearing; every ,charge, whether grave or trivial, which may 
be preferred against a member. Matters which affect the in-
terests of the whole Order, on the other hand, should not be 
left to the discretion of the Local Union in the first instance, 
hut should be taken up by the International President. The 
pertinent Sections of the Constitution are as follows : 
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Article XXVIII, Section 3, provides for trials by Local 
Unions, but expressly states that the power of the Interna-
tional President to conduct trials shall not be construed to 
be abrogated thereby. It reads as follows: 
'' All charges-except against officers and representatives 
of Local Unions, and against officers, General Chairman and 
representatives of Railroad Councils-shall be heard and tried 
by the Local Union Executive Board which shall act as the 
Trial Board, in accordance with Article XX, Sections 13 and 
14. A majority vote of the Board shall be sufficient for de·-
cision and sentence. 
'' (This section shall not be construed to conflict with power 
of the International President or the International Execu-
tive Council to take action in certain cases, as provided in 
Articles IV and IX.) '' 
Article IV of the Constitution deals with the powers of 
the International President. He is empowered by Section 
3 (2) as follows: 
"To decide all questions of law, disputes· or questions in 
controversy however arising-all his decisions being subject 
to appeal, first to the I. E. C. and then the I.· C. (Notice in 
writing of appeal from any decision of the I. P. must be filed 
with the I. S. and I. P. within 30 davs from date of such de-
cision.) ' ' · 
And to make it plain beyond peradventure that the power 
thus given him shall not be com,trued as having been taken 
away or abridged by any other provision of the Constitution, 
Section 7 of Article IV provides : 
''Nothing in this constitution shall be construed to 
27* *conflict with any of the provisions of this Article.'' 
It seems, therefore, to be clear beyond reasonable question 
that the President of the International Brotherhood did have 
the power to put Bridgeman on trial, and that his decision, 
following due notification and a fair trial, is binding and con-
clusive. 
It appears from .Section 3 (2) of Article IV quoted above 
that Bridegman had the right to appeal from President 
Tracy's decision of expulsion, first to the I. E. C. (Inter-
national Executive Council) and then to the I. C. (Interna-
tional Convention). He did not avail himself of this right 
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and has never appealed from his sentence of expulsion as of 
June 17, 1940 (H>., pp. 88-89). 
The law applicable to this situation seems well settled. 
10 C. J. S. 289: '·'The charter of incorporation or articles 
of the association, or its constitution or by-laws, generally 
confer power on it to suspend or to expel its members for 
infractions of its rules 01· other prescribed offenses; the mem-
bers are bound hy these provisions and cannot complain of 
a prop·er exercise of the po·wer, L\Ven though in consequence 
their incidental property rights are forfeited." 
Ibid. 290: "The laws of au association sometimes make it 
a ground for suspension or expulsion of a member $ * * · to 
resort to the courts before exhausting his remedies ,vithin 
the association." 
Ibid. 297: '' A judgment of suspension or expulsion may, 
as a rule, be rendered ag·ainst a member who fails to appear. 
Proceedings for expulsion are quasi-judicial, and where the 
local body, ·which under the by-laws of the association con-
stitutes the court, acquires jurisdiction, a judgment pro-
nounced by it is binding and cannot be collaterally attacked.'' 
Ibid. 317: "Unless there is some good excuse for not so 
doing, if the constitution and by-laws provide· a tribunal to 
hear and to determine gTievances with or without a remedy 
by appeal to a higher tribunal of the association, such reme-
dies must be exhausted by an aggrieved member before re-
lief is asked of the civil courts; and the same rule applies as 
between superior and inferior branches of the same society. 
Especially is this so where it is expressly provided that re-
sort must first be bad to the tribunals of the association.'' 
28* * Ibid. 318: '' The courts will not ordinarily interfere 
to relieve a member against a sentence of discipline,. 
suspension or expulsion until the means of relief within the 
order, including· appeals, afforded by the rules of the societv,. 
have been exhausted. This is especially true where the la,;·s 
of the association provide in terms that the remedies within 
the association must be exhausted before a resort to the courts. 
Exhaustion of remedies within the association has been held 
prerequisite to suit although the taking of an appeal witl1in 
the association was permissive and not obligatory.,,. 
A note in 52 L. R. A. (N. S.) 807 states the same principle 
in the following language: 
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''The expulsion or suspension of a member by a mutual 
benefit society, though carrying with it the forfeiture of in-
surance rights, if for a cause within the jurisdiction of the 
tribunal of the association by which it was pronounced, and 
after notice and opporfonity to be heard, and the resu,lt of a 
trial fairly conditcted in accordance with the lau;s of the asso-
ci.ation, is conclusive upon the merits and binding upon the 
civil courts, whether the action or proceeding· in the civil court 
is for the restoration to membership or damag·es for expul-
sion, or an action for benefits claimed to have accrued subse-
<1uently to the expulsion or suspension.'' (Italics supplied.) 
It would seem from the above that since Bridg·eman took 
no steps within the Order to appeal the sentence, his expul-
. sion cannot be collaterally attacked, nor can the court in this 
case inquire as to the sufficiency of the evidence to support 
the finding. The notice was ample, the opportunity for de-
fense was full, and the trial was fairly conducted. The sen-
tence, therefore, is conclusive upon the merits and binding· 
here. It may be stated, however, that even if we should ac-
cept Bridgeman 's testimony that he wrote to the International 
President and to the International Executive Council after 
his original application for pension benefits had been denied 
by the Local Union, the fact remains that he did not follow 
the prescribed procedure for uppeal, which must be from the 
Local Union· to the International Vice-Pre.~ident (Constitu-
tion Article XXVIII, Section 13). Concededly, no such ap-
peal was ever made b~t this vlaintiff. 
29* *The note in 52 L. R. A. (N. S.) 811-812 says: 
'' A member of a mutual benefit society is entitled to rea-
sonable notice and opportunity to be heard before expulsion, 
and in the absence thereof the expulsion is not conclusive 01· 
binding upon the civil courts.'' · 
Authority is cited, and the text continues: 
'' And notice is essential even when not provided for by 
rules of the association, ' ' (citing au tho ri ty) "and expulsion 
without affording· the member au opportunity to be heard 
upon the merits is not binding; althoug·h the by-laws provide 
for expulsion upon report of an inquiring committee with-
out a trial.'' 
It abundantly appears here that ample notice was afforded 
Bridgeman both of the offense with which he stood charged 
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and of the date of the trial. He was invited to request a post-
ponement, if he so desired. He was urged to def end himself 
either in person or by counsel. His expulsion, the ref ore, be-
came efl'ective after the trial held pursuant to due notice, 
and must be recognized as conclusive and binding· in this pro-
ceeding. And that expulsion carried with it the loss of all 
his rights-his rights to pension benefits as well as all other 
rig·hts and benefits accruing to him as a member of the Broth-
erhood. 
Upon the above, we confidently submit that the trial court 
erred in holding that Bridgeman had not been regularly and 
lawfully expelled from the Brotherhood with the consequent 
loss of the rights asserted by him in this action. 
FOURTH ASSIGNMENT. 
This Action Is Preniaturely Brou,ght Because Bridgeman Did 
Not Fi-rst Exhai1,st All His Remedies Through 
All the Cou,rts Within the Order. 
It is a concessum in this case that this action was brought 
without any prior demand by Bridgeman for the pension 
30* *benefits which he claims in his petition. He made no 
application for blanks; he did not resort to any tribunal 
within the Order; but, on the contrary, without any previous 
request he brought his action in the civil court to recover the 
pension benefits claimed herein. We maintain that the pro-
vision of Section 1, Article X..~VIII of the Constitution of 
the Order is mandatory and controlling. 
The leading case is Kni.qhts of Columbus v. Bu.rroughs, 107 
Va. 671, 60 S. E. 40, 17 L. R. A. (N. S.) 246. This holds that 
one who becomes a member of a mutual benefit society, or 
other like association, is bound by the rules and provisions of 
its charter and the by-laws lawfully made in pursuance 
thereof, and is conclusively presumed to have knowledge of 
them a.11; and the provisions thereof-are oiuding on the mem-
ber. 
To the same effect is Bixler v. Modern TV ood1nen, 112 Va. 
678, 72 S. E. 704. See also Kennard v. Tmveler's Associa-
tion, 157 Va. 153, 160 S. E. 38. 
In lnterna,tion.al Brotherhood of Boilermakers v. TT' ood, 
162 Va. 517, 175 S. E. 45, this statement is found: 
'' A person applying for membership in a fraternal benefit 
association is cha.rged witl1 the dutv of acquainting himself 
with its constitution and by-laws; and, in the absence of fraud, 
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is conclusively presumed to know the qualifications for mem-
bership therein prescribed and the limitations thereby im-
posed upon the power and authority of its officers, and upon 
its subordinate lodges and their officers as its agents. The 
same rule, of course, applies to persons who have become 
members.'' 
In Pulaski Mutual Insurance Company v. Downs, 165 Va. 
106, 181 S. E. 361, the text says : 
"It is likewise too well settled for argument that Mrs. 
Downs was bound by the rules and provisions of the by-laws 
and is conclusively presumed to have had knowledge . of them 
and the limitations thereby placed on the power. of its agents 
and employees.'' 
31 * *These authorities are in lmrmony with a universally 
accepted principle of law. 
See 19 R. C. L. 1226-1227, which states: 
'' The authorities are practically unanimous in support of 
the proposition tlmt when tribunals are provided, and the 
laws of the society unequivocallv 1·cquire that a member shall 
seek and exhaust his remedies witI1in the societv before he 
may litig·ate his rights in the courts, * ii. * the remedies within 
the societv must be exhausted before there e-an be a resort 
to the court.,' 
7 C. J_. 1121, states that: 
''Unless there is some excm;e for not so doing, if the con-
stitution and by-laws provide a tribunal to hear and deter-
mine grievances with or without n remedy by appeal to a 
higher tribunal of the society. such remedies must be ex-
hausted by an aggTieved member bnfore relief is asked of 
the civil courts.'' 
A most instructive and pertinent Virginia authoritv on this 
point is Campbell v. Brotherhood of Loconwtive Firemen, 165 
Va. 8; 181 S. E. 444. This rase clea1·ly tends to the support 
of the constitutional provisions requiring a.n exhaustion of 
remedies bv t]1e tribunals within the Order before resort to 
the civil courts. In this <mse it appear~d that the constitu-
tion had a provision very similar to Section 1, Article XXVIII. 
The plaJntiff in that case exlumsted the fribunals of the Or-
der before resorting· to the court. and the Supreme Court 
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of Appeals of Virginia held that lie acted properly, saying: 
"He appealed first to the Brotherhood as he was required 
to do. Had he failed he would now be told that this action 
was premature, Robinso11, v. 1'emplar Lod,qe #17, 111 Ca]. 
370; 49 Pac. 170; 59 Am. St. Rep. 193. The necessity for 
such procedure was indirectly cousidered by us in United 
Moderns v. Rathbnn, 104 Va. 736; 52 S. E. 532. There this 
error was assigned. It was claimed that plaintiff failed to 
'exhaus~ all remedies within the order by appeal as a pre-
liminar.y.c to. any other proceedin~IS '. That assignment was 
overruled, the court say in~·: ''Ve think the evidence 
32* shows a sufficient compliance with *this provision'. 
Moreover, the procedure adopted is by the defendant's 
constitution itself, article 17, sec.. 7, made a condition prece-
dent to the right of appeal". 
The case of Robinson v. Tmnplar Lodg(',, cited with ap-
proval by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia in the 
Campbell case.: supra., holds that where a member is required 
bv the constitution of the association to submit his claim to 
benefits to the association, and, if aggrieved by its decision 
to appeal to the Grand Lodge, he must take the course in-
dicated and, if he fails to do so. the civil courts will not !dve 
him relief. · The opinion says: · .... 
"Wben a suit bas been brought, it is, however, a defense 
to his claim to show that he has agreed to submit his demand 
to the tribunals of the Lodge under the prescribed proce-
dnre.1' 
Attention is called to the Note of Mr. Freeman at the end 
of this case, beginning loc. cit., page 198. 
It follows from the above that a memher of a beneficial 
society, the constitution whereof obligates every member to 
exhaust his remedies through the courts of the society before 
resorting to the civil courts, is not entitled to recover in an 
action instituted hv him in the civil courts in contravention 
of the constitutional requirement. Patently, Bridgeman falls 
within this principle. 
A manifest dilemma. is presented to opposing counsel from 
which we can see no escape for them. Either the sentence 
of expulsion a?;ainst Bridgeman was reg·ular and valid or it 
was not. If it was, Bridgeman was not a member of. the Or-
der at the time of the institution of tl1is action, and, by this 
expulsion itse]f, he had lost all rig·hts to pension benefits 
33• or to any other claim that he *had ag·ainst the Order. 
If, on the other hand, the sentence of expulsion was 
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void, then Bridgeman remained a member of the Order in 
good standing, and as such he was bound by the provisions 
of its Constitution. Under those provisions it was obliga-
tory upon him to exhaust his remedies within the Order be-
fore resorting to the civil courts; and if he failed to do so, he 
iR not entitled to recover in a civil action. 
We maintain that the sentence of expulsion was valid, and 
we believe that we have demonstrated our contention in the 
nrgument under the Third assignment of error. But if the 
Court should not a!!:ree with us, then it follows, inescapably, 
that this is an action which was instituted bv a member of 
the Order prematurely and that he is entitled~ to no recovery 
therein. 
CONCLUSION. 
For the reasons set forth in this petition it is respect-
fullv submitted that there has been demonstrated error 
preJudicial to the rights of these petitioners, and that the 
trial court erred in not sustaining the motion to quash t.he 
a.ttacl1ment; for the reason that the petition for attachment 
was bad on its face and the attachment was issued on false 
sug·gestion; that the trial court erroneously held that the 
matters in issue l1ere were res }udicata by the reason of the 
prior decision of this Court in Record No. 2166; that error 
was committed by the trial court in holding that Fred Bridge-
man, the defendant in error here, had not been duly and law-
fully expelled from the International B1·otherhood of Elec-
trical Workers and there.by had lost all his rights to the re-
lief sought in this action; and that the trial court erroneously 
failed to sustain the contention of these petitioners that this 
proceeding was brought prematurely and that the plaintiff 
in the lower court was consequently entitled to no relh.lf 
therein. 
34* •Your petitioners aecorcling·ly pray this Court that 
a writ of error and supersedeas may be awarded to the 
aforesaid judg:ment of the Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth, and that this Court may reverse said judg·mcmt herein 
complained of and enter :final judgment herein in favor of 
your petitioners. 
If a writ of error is awarded in this case this petition will 
be adopted as an opening brief before this Court; and coun-
sel for your petitioners ask leave· to state orally the reasons 
for reviewing· the judgment herein complained of. 
A copy of this petition has been mailed to lames G. Martin, 
Esquire, Western Union Building, Norfolk, Virginia, and to 
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Tom E. Gilman, Esquire, Professional Building, Portsmouth, 
Virginia, opposing counsel in this case in the trial court, on, 
to-wit, the 25th da.y of ,Tuly, 1941. 
This petition is to be presented to the Honorable J ohu 
"\V. Eggleston, one of the .Justices of this Court, in vacation, 
at his office iu the City of Norfolk, Virginia. 
And your petitioners wiH ever pray. 
vVl\I. G. MAUPIN, 
416 Bank of Commerce Building, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
ALAN .T. HOill.,HEIMER., 
414 Bank of Commerce Building, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
ISAAC LOBE STRAUS, 
1316 Munsey Building, 
Baltimore, Maryland. 
Counsel for Petitioners. 
35* '"'CERTIFICATE. 
We. Alan J. Hofheimer and Wm. G. Maupin, Attorneys 
practicing· in the Supreme .Court of Appeals of Virginia, do 
certify that in our opinion the judgment complained of in the 
foregoing petition oug·ht to be reviewed by the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia. 
Received ,July 25, 1941. 
ALAN ,J. HOFHEIMER, 
WM. G. MAUPIN. 
,J. W. E. 
·writ of error and .c;,,1.persedeas granted. Bond $1,500. 
Sept. 3, 1941. 
.JOHN W. EGGLESTON. 
Received Sept. 4, 1941. 
M.B. W. 
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RECORD 
.. VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, 
on the 6th day of June, 1941. 
Fred Bridgeman, Plaintiff, 
v. 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Principal 
defendant, 
and 
Local Union Number 732, International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers, and H. L. Fletcher, its financial secretary, 
Local Union Number ·734, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, and J. F. Cherry, its financial secre-
tary, Local Union Number 80, International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers, and J. B. Gray, its financial secre-
tary, Local Union Number 671, International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers, and A. P. Wyatt, its :financial sec-
retary, Local Union Number ] 135, and J. A. Egg·leston, its 
financial secretary, Co-Defendants. 
UPON A PETITION :F'OR AN ATTACHMENT. 
Be it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: in the Clerk's 
Office of the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, on the 
28th day of August, 1940, came the plaintiff, by counsel, and 
filed his petition for an attac11ment which is in the words 
and figures following, to-wit: 
page 2 ~ To the Honorable B. D. ·white, .Judge of said court: 
Petitioner, Fred Bridgeman, respectfullv shows to the 
court as follows, to-wit: · 
The principal defendant Interiu1tional Brotherhood of 
Electrical Vl orkers is justly and truly indebted to petitioner 
in the sum of $956, with interest on installment of $42.00 
thereof from Oct. 1, 1938, and each month thereafter through 
March 1, 1940, and interest on installments of $40.00 thereof 
fro?Jl the .first day of f\.pril, M_ay, .June, .July and August, 1940, 
which said sum and mterest 1s now past due, and is the least 
amount petitioner is entitled to and should rec.over from said 
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principal defendant; the indebtedness is due petitioner on 
ac.count of pension benefits from said defendant. 
Petitioner further alleg·es tliat said principal defendant is 
a non-resident of the State of Virginia, being- _resident of, 
and doing business in the City of vV ashington, in the District 
of Columbia, and is entitled to certain personal property and 
sums of money in the State of Virginia. 
·wherefore petitioner prays and asks for an attachment 
against the estate, real and personal of said principal de-
fendant in the State of Virginia, and more particularly 
against the personal propel'ty, and sums of money of said 
principal defendant 110w in the possession of and 
page 3 ~ under tlle control of the following named Co-de-
fendants, to-wit: 
Local Union Number 732, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical vVorkcrs, and H. L. F'lefoher, its financial secre-
tary, 918 North Street, Portsmouth City; 
Local Union Number 734, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, and J. F. Cherry, its :financial secretary, 
413 West 28t11 Street, Norfolk City; 
Local Union Number 80, International Brotherhood of 
Elec.trical Workers, and J. B. Gray, its financial secretary,. 
213 West 13th Street, Norfolk City; 
Local Union Number 671, International Brotherhood of 
Electric.al Workers, and A. P. Wyatt, its financial secretary, 
Moose Hall, Freemason Street, Norfolk City; 
Local Union Number 1.135, and J. A. Eggleston, its :financial 
secretary, 2115 Chestnut Avenue, City of Newport News, 
,Said Co-defendants a re indebted to said principal defend-
ant and petitioner prays that said named co-defendants may 
be made co-defendants to these proceedinl!:s and required to 
properly answer and disclose their indebtedness to said prin-
cipal defendant, and what property or money of said princi-
pal defendant is in their possession or under their 
page 4 ~ control; and that the said property ~nd money so 
far as necessary may be duly subjected to and ap-
plied in satisfaction of petitioner's claim, and that such other 
relief may be granted to petitioner as may be adapted to the 
nature of the case. 
FRED BRIDGEMAN 
Petitioner 
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Virginia; 
. City of Portsmouth, to-wit: 
This day Fred Bridgeman, petitioner in the foregoing pe-
tition persona.lly appeared before the undersig-ned Notary 
Public in the said City of Portsmouth, and made oath that 
the facts stated in the said petition are true. :My commis-
sion expires on the 11th of Dec., 1943. 
Given under my hand this 29th day of Aug11st, 1940. 
E.M.HALEY 
Notary Public. 
page 5 ~ The attachments referred to in the following pe-
tition are in the words and figures following, to-
wit: 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To the Sergeant of the City of Portsmouth, Greeting: 
WHERE.AS, Fred Bridgeman, plaintiff has this day filed 
in the Clerk's Office of our Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth, a petition duly sworn to, praying· for the issuance of 
an attachment against International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers, principal defendant, and Local Union Num-
ber 732, International Brotherhood of Electrical "\Vorkers, 
and H. L. Fletcher, its financial sec.reta.ry, Local Union Num-
·ber 734, International Brotherhood of Electrical "\Vorkers, 
and J. F. Cherry, its financial secretary, Local Union Num-
ber 80, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and 
J. B. Gray, its financial seeretary, Local Union Number 671, 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and A. P. 
Wyatt, its financial secretary, Local Union Number 118G, 
a.nd J. A. Eggleston, its financ~al secretary, Co-defendants, 
upon the grounds set out in said petition, THERE],ORE, 
WE COMMAND YOU that vou attach the estate, real and 
personal of said principal defendant in the State of Virginia, 
and sums of money of said prineipal defendant now in tho 
possession of and under the control of the co-defendants; and 
so much of the land, tenements, g·oods and chattels, moneys 
a.nd effects of the prjnc.ipal defendant, not exempt 
page 6 ~ from execution, as will be sufficient to satisfy the 
demand of the plaintiff, as claimed in said petition, 
to-wit: for the sum of $956.00 with interest on installments 
of $42.00 thereof from Oc.t. 1, 1938, and each month there-
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after through March 1, 1940, and interest on installments of 
$40.00 thereof from 1st day of April, May, June, July and 
August, 1940, till paid, and the costs; and if any tangible 
personal property be taken possession of by you hereunder, 
you shall saf e1y keep the same in yom possession to satisfy 
any judgment that ma.y be recovered by the plaintiff in this 
proceeding. 
w·E FURTHER CO:Ml\fAND vou that von summon the 
said defendant International Brotlierhood of Electrical Work-
ers and the co-defendants, if they be found within your city, 
or in any city or county, wherein you may have seized prop-
erty under and by virtue hereof, to appear before our Cir-
cuit ,Court of the City of Portsmouth, at the courthouse there-
of, on the 23rd day of September, 1940, and answer said peti-
tion or state the g-rounds of defense thereto. 
And then and there make know"11 how you shall have exe-
cuted this writ. 
WITNESS, Kenneth A. Bain, .fr., Clerk of our said Court, 
at his office, this 28th day of August, 1940, in the 165 year 
of the Commonwealth. 
Teste: 
K. A. BAIN, JR., Clerk. 
By DORIS V. MAJOR, D. C. 
page 7 ~ The return of the Serg·ea.nt of the City of Ports-
mouth, on the foreg·oing attachment is in the words 
and figures following, to-wit: 
Executed in the City of Portsmouth, Va. tl1is 4 day of 
Sept. 1940, by delivering a copy of the within attachment to 
H. L. Fletcher, in Person, who is the financial Secretary of 
the within-named corporation International Brotherhood of 
Electrical ·workers, et als.1 in which City an office of the said 
corporation is located. R. }J. Glover, City Serg't. by M. A. 
Owens, Deputy Serg't. 
Executed this 4 day of Sept. 1940, in the City of Ports-
mouth, Va., delivering copy of the within attachment to H. 
L. Fletcher, in person. R. E. Glover, City Serg't. M. A. 
Owens, Deputy Serg 't. 
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Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To the Sergeant of the City of Norfolk, Greeting: 
WHER,EAS, Fred Bridgeman, plaintiff has this day filed 
in the Clerk's Office of our Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth, a petition duly sworn to, pra.ying for the issuance 
of an attachment against International Brother-
page 8 ~ hood of Electrical "\Vorkers, principal defendant, 
and Local Union Number 732, International Broth-
erhood of Electrical Workers, and H. L. Fletcher, its 
financial secretary, Local Union Number 734, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and J. F. Cherry, its 
financial secretary, Local Union number 80, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and .J. B. Gra.y, its finan-
cial secretary, Local Union Number 671, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and .A .• P. Wyatt, its :fi-
nancial secretary.1 Local Union Number 1135, and J. A. Eg-
gleston, its :financial secretary, co-defendants, upon the 
grounds set out in said petition, THEREFORE WE COM-
MAND YOU that you attach the estate, real and personal 
of said principal defendant in the State of Virginia, and sums 
of money of said principal defendant now in the possession 
and under the control of the co-defendants and so much of the 
land, tenement, goods, chattels, moneys and effects of the prin-
cipal defendant, not exempt from execution, as well be suf-
ficient to satisfy the demand of the plaintiff, as claimed iu 
said petition, to-wit: for the sum of $956.00 with interest on 
installments of $42.00 thereof from Oct. 1, 1938, and eaoh 
month thereafter through March 1, 1940, and interest on in-
stallments of $40.00 thereof from the 1st day of April, May, 
.June, July, and August, 1940, till paid, and the costs; and 
if any tangible personal property be taken possession of by 
you hereunder, you s]iall safely keep the same in 
page 9 ~ your possession to satisfy any judgment that may 
be recovered by the plaintiff in this proceeding. 
WE FURTHER COMMAND vou that vou summon the 
said defendant International Brotlierhood of Electrical Work-
ers, and the co-defendants if they be found within your city, 
or in any city or county ".,.herein you may have seized prop-
erty under ancl by virtue hereof, to appear before our Cir-
cuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, at the courthouse there-
of, on the 23rd day of September, 1940, and answer said peti-
tion or state the grounds of defense thereto. 
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And then and there make known how yon shall have exe-
cuted this writ. 
,vITNESS, K. A. Bain, .Jr., Clerk of our said Court, 
at his office, this 28th day of Aug-ust, 1940, in the 165 year 
of the Commonwealth. 
Teste: 
' 
K. A. BAIN, JR., Clerk. 
By DOR,IS V. MAJOR, D. C. 
The return of tlle Sergeant of Norfolk on the foregoing 
attachment is in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
page 10 ~ Executed in the City of Norfolk, Va. this the 
30 day o.f Aug. 1940, by serving a copy hereof on 
A.. P. ,vyatt, at 1 :00 P. M. and A. P. Wyatt, •Financial Secre-
tary of Local Union #671, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical vVorkers, in person. Lee F. Lawler, Sergt. City 
of Norfolk, Va.., by C. B. Lesner, Deputy. 
Executed in tlie City of Norfolk, Va., this the 30 day of 
Aug·. 1940, by serving a copy hereof on J. F. Cherry, at 5 :00 
P. l\L, and J. F. Cherry, Financial iSecretary of Local Union 
#734, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, in 
person. Lee F. Lawler, Sergt. City of Norfolk, Va., by C. 
B. Lesuer, Deputy. 
Financial Secretary of Local Union #80, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers not found. Lee F. Law-
ler, Sergeant City of Norfolk, Va. by C. B. Lesner, D. S. 
page 11 ~ Commonwealth of Virginia, 
To the Sergeant of the City of Newport News, Greeting: 
WHEREAS, Fred Bridgeman, plaintiff has this day filed 
in the Clerk's Office of our Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth, a petition duly sworn to, praying for the issuance 
of an attachment ag·ainst International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical ,v orkers, principal defendant, and Local Union Num-
ber 732, International Brotherl1ood of Electrical Workers, 
and H. L. F1etcher, its financial secretary, Loe.al Union Num-
ber 734, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
and J. ~,. Cherry, its financial secretary, Local Union Number 
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80, International Brotherhood of liJlectrical ·workers, and J. 
B. Gray, its :financial secretary, Local Union Number 671, 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and A. P. 
Wyatt, its financial secretary, Local Union Number 1135, 
and J. A. Eggleston, its financial secretary, co-defendants, 
upon the grounds set out in said petition, THEREFORE, 
WE COMMAND YOU, that you attach the estate, real and 
personal of said principal defendant in the State of Virginia, 
and sums of money of said principal defendant now in the 
possession of and under the control of the co-de-
page 12 ~ fendants; and so much of the land, tenements, 
goods, chattels, moneys and effects of the principal 
defendant, not exempt from execution, as will be sufficient 
to satisfy the demand of the plaintiff, as claimed in said peti-
tion, to-wit: for the sum of $'956.00 with interest on install-
ments of $42.00 thereof from Oct. 1, 1938, and each month 
thereafter through March 1, 1940, and interest on install-
ments of $40.00 thereof from lRt day of April, May, June, 
.July and August, 1940, till paid, and the costs; and if any 
tan6rible property be ta.ken possession of by you hereunder, 
you shall safely keep the same in your possession to satisfy 
any judgment that may be recovered by the plaintiff in this 
proceeding. 
"'WE FURTHER COMM.A.ND you that you summon the said 
defendant International Brotl1erhood of Electrical Workers, 
and the co-defendants if they be found within your city, 01· 
in any city, or county, wherein you may have seized prop-
erty, under and by virtue hereof, to appear before our Cir-
cuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, at the courthouse there-
of on the 23rd day of September, 1940, and answer said peti--
tion or state the grounds of defense thereto. 
page 13 ~ And then and there make known how you sha.11 
have executed tbis writ. 
WITNESS, K. A. Bain, ~Tr., Clerk of our said Court, 
at his office, this 28th day of August, 1940, in the 165 yeiu· 
of the Commonwealth. 
Teste: 
K. A. BAIN, JR., Clerk. 
By DORIS V. l\fAJOR, D. C.-
36 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
The return of the Sergeant of the City of Newport News 
on the foregoing attachment is in the words and figures fol-
lowing, to-wit: 
Executed Aug·. 31, 1940, in the city of Newport News, Vir-
ginia, by delivering· a true copy of the·within ATTACHMENT 
to ,J. A. Egg;leston, Financial Secretary of Local Union N um-
ber 1135 International Brotherl10od of Electrical Workers 
and J. A. E-gg·leston, co-defendant, each in person. P. W. 
Hall, City Serg·eant. by J. D. Smith, Deputy Sergeant. 
page 14 ~ Virginia: 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit ·Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, on the 28th day of August, 1940, came the piain-
tiff, by counsel, and filed his application for an order of pub-
lication, which is in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
Application is hereby made for au order of publication in 
the above styled cause, the object of which is for the said 
plaintiff to attach the property of the defendants in the hands 
of the co-defendants, and the indebtedness owing by said co-
defendants, to the said Def end ants, and subject the same to 
the payment of tlie. indebtedness of the said defendants, to 




In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, ou the 28th day of August, 1940, came the plain-
tiff. by counsel, and filed his affidavit of non-resi-
pag~ 15 ~ deuce, which is in the words and figures following, 
to-wit: 
Rtate of Virg·inia, 
City of Portsmouth, to-wit: 
This day personally appeared Fred Bridg·cman who made 
oath that he is plaintiff in a cert.a.in attachment proceedings 
in the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, and that the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers is defend-
ant; and that the said defendant is a non-resident of the 
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State of Virginia, its last known address being 1200 15th 
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
FRED BRIDGEMAN 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 28th dav of 




In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, ~n the 28th day of August, 1940, came 
page 16 } the plaintiff, by counsel, and filed his order of pub· 
lication, which is in the words and figures follow-
ing, to-wit: 
The o.bject of the above entitled suit pending in the above 
entitled court, is to attach the property of the defendant, 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, in the 
hands of the co-defendants, and the indebtedness owing by 
said co-defendants tp said defendant and to subject the same 
to the payment of the indebtedness of said defendant to the 
plaintiff in the sum of $956.00, with interest there.an, And, 
affidavit having been duly filed that the defendant is a non· 
resident of this State and that its last known post-office ad-
dress is 1200 Fifteenth Street, N. vV., Washing-ton, D. C., and 
it appearing that service upon said defendant cannot be had 
in this state, it is ordered that it do appear, within ten days 
after due publication of this order, and do what is necessary 
to protect its interest. And it is ordered that this order be 
published once a week for four successive weeks in the Times 
Advocate and be posted at the front door of the Courthomm 
of the City of Port.smouth, Virginia, on the next 
page 17 ~ succeeding rule day, and that the Clerk mail a 
copy to International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, addressed to the post-office address given in said 
affidavit and a.hove mentioned. 
Teste: 
TOM E. GILMAN, & 
JAS. G. MAR.TIN, p. q. 
K. A. BAIN, .JR., Clerk. 
By: DORIS V. lf.AJOR, D. C. 
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Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court o-f the City of Portsmouthr 
Fred Bridgeman, Plaintiff, 
v. 
International Brotherhood of Electrical 'N orkers, etc., et als. 
ATTACHMENT. 
I, Kenneth A. Ba.in, .Jr., Clerk of the aforesaid court, do 
hereby certify that a copy of the order of Publication in 
this case, was this day sent by mail by me, with the postage 
prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the non-resident de-
fendant at his last Imown abode. 
I further certify that a copy of said order of publication 
has been duly posted at the courtroom door, as 
page 18 ~ required by law. 
Given under my hand this 28 day of August, 
1940. 
KENNETH A. BAIN, JR., Clerk. 
By DORIS V. MAJOR, D. C. 
And at another day, to-wit: At the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, }1eld on the 23rd day of September, 1940. 
At this day came the parties by their Attorneys, and there-
upon, the princjpal defendant, by counsel, appeared Spe-
cially and moved the Court to quash attachment as to it, 
which motion is continued to October 8th, 1940. 
And at another day, to-,vit: At the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, lrnld on the 10th day of January, 1941. 
This day came the plaintiff hy counsel, and said principal 
defendant, pursuant to its special appearance heretofore 
made, appeared specially only, and moved to quash 
page 19 ~ the attacl1ment on the grounds set forth in its 
written memorandum this day filed, and said mo-
tion was argued by counsel; whereupon, the court overruled 
said motion, to which ruling of the court, said principal de-
fendant duly excepted, and thereupon, without waiving said 
special appea rarice and saving its exception, said principal 
defendant appeared generally and asked leave of 25 days 
witl1in which to file its answer, which leave was granted, 
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whereupon, the plaintiff asked that the grounds of defense 
l)e filed in 25 days from this date, and on motion of said prin-
cipal defendant, the plaintiff is ordered to file a bill of par-
ticulars within twenty-fiye days from this date. 
And at another day, to-wit: A.t the Cir~uit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, held on the 22nd. day of ,January, 1941. 
At this day came the parties by their Attorneys and there-
upon, the plaintiff, by counsel, filed his bill of particulars 
herein. 
page 20 ~ The bill of particulars ref erred to in the fore-
going order is in the words and figures following, 
to-wit: 
For Bill of Particulars plaintiff will rely upon the peti-
tion for attachment and in addition thereto says that the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, principal 
defendant, is indebted to plaintiff as of the time the attach-
ment was issued ( further amounts have come due since said 
attachment was issued) in the sum of $956.00 with interest 
on an installment of $42.00 th~reof due October 1, 1938: and 
on a similar installment of $42.00 each month thereafter 
through, March 1, 1940, and iutercst on installments of $40.00 
thereof each month from the first day of April, May, June, 
"T uly and August, 1940~ respectively, due said plaintiff, Fred 
Bridgeman, from said principal defendant for pension bene-
fits. Aud he also says that his rigl1t to recover these monie8 
has been settled by estoppcl by judgment in a similar pro-
ceeding· for benefits formerly due,. him from said principal de-
fendant in his proceedin~ hy attachment against said princi .. 
pal defendant in which a judgment of this court in his favor, 
rendered, to-wit: on the 4th day of April, 1939, 
page · 21 ~ was affirmed by the judgment of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, to-wit: on the 26th 
day of F'cbruary, 1940, said nrec.edinQ; judgments depending 
upon the same principals as involved in the present case and 
having been decided in favor of said Bridgeman. 
FRED BRIDGEMAN 
By .JAS. 0. MARTIN, 
of Counsel. 
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Virg'inia: 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the Citv of 
Portsmouth, on the 14th day of February, 1941, came" the 
principal defendant, International Brotherhood of Electrical 
"\Vorkers, and filed its answer and Grounds of Defense, which 
is in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
ANS'1VER AND GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
The principal defendant, Intemational Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, in answer to the p~tition filed ag·ainst it 
by Fred Bridg·eman, in t11is cause, answers and says that it is 
not justly and truly indebted to petitioner •Fred Bridgeman 
in the sum of Nine Hundred ancl Fifty-six ($956.00) Dollars 
as alleged in said petition, and is not indebted to the said 
Fred Bridg·eman in any part of said sum; and is 
page 22 ~ not indebted to the said ],red Bridgeman at all. 
And for g-rounds of defense to the said petition 
filed herein by said Fred Bridgeman, this defendant says 
that said Fred Bridgeman became a member of the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and of Local 
Union Number 80. International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, of Norfolk, on the 17th day of May, 1916; that when 
l1e became a member of said International Brotherhood of 
Electrical vV orkers a.nd of said Local Union No. 80, of said 
International Brotherl10od on said 17th day of May, 1916, 
as aforesaid, he, said Bridgeman, as creating said member-
ship and as a contractual condition and essential thereof, 
did, freely, and without mental reservation, in the presence 
of members of said International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, sincerelv promise to conform, to, and abide by, the 
Constitution and By-Laws of said Brotherhood, and that be 
would fa.itl1fully further, by every means within his power, 
the purposes for which said Brotherhood is instituted, and did 
further promise to keep sacred every trust which may be so 
confided to him, and did also promise to hear true allegiance 
to said International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and, 
fmther, that should he, said Fred Bridgeman, 
page 23 ~ leave said Brotherl1ood of his own free will, or be 
suspended or expelled, he shall consider this oo-
ligation to be as binding upon him then as now; which said 
promise and oblig·ation the said ],red Bridg·eman then and 
there sig'lied with his own hand in the presence of H. J. 
Kraemer, the Secretary of said Local Union No. 80, of said 
International Brotherhood, who duly attested, as witness 
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thereto, the said signature of said Bridgeman; that the right 
of said Fred Bridgeman to pension benefits is set out in the 
Constitution of said International Brotherhood of Electrioal 
Workers; that Article XXVIII, Section 1, of said constitu-
tion is in the words and figures following: '' Any member 
violating· his obligation and resorting to a court of law for. 
redress for any injustice he may believe has been done him 
by I. B. E. W., or any of its Local Unions-Until he has first 
exhausted all his remedies through all the courts within the 
I. B. E·. W.-sha.ll stand automatically expelled and with:-
out rights of any kind"; that, furthermore, Sections 3 and 
4 of Article XXIII of said Constitution of said International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, duly adopted and made 
part of said Constitution in the year 1930, and ever since 
said year 1930 applicable to, and obligatory and 
page 24 ~ binding upon, said Fred Bridgeman, have been 
and now are expressly and literally, as follows: 
' 
"Sec. 3. The acceptance of an application for member-
ship-and the admission of the applicant into any L. U. of 
the I. B. E. W.--constitutes a contract between the member 
and the L. U. and the I. B. E.W., and between such member 
and all other members of the I. ·B. E. W. 
''Sec. 4. Each applicant admitted shall, in the presence 
of members of the I. B. E. vV., repeat and sign the following 
obligation: 
'I ............................ freely and without mental 
(Give name) 
reservation in the presence of members of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical W ol'kers, do sincerely promise and 
agree to conform to, and abide by, the Constitution and Jaws 
of the I. B. E. W., and its Loe.al Union. I will faithfully fur-
ther, by every means within my power, the purposes for 
which the I. B. E. W., is instituted. I wil1 bear true allegiance 
to the I. B. E. V-l. and will never sacrifice its interest in any 
manner. I promise and agl'ee not to resort to any court of 
law for redress for any injustice that I may believe has been 
done me by the L B. E. W .. , or any of its Local Unions, Until 
I have first resol'tcd to and exhausted the remedies 
pag·e 25 ~ provided for this object by the Constitution, Laws 
and Rules, of the I. B. E. W. Should I leave the 
I. B. E.W. of my own free will, be suspended or expelled, I 
shall considel' this obligation to be as binding upon me then 
as now.' '' 
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That ever since said Sections 3 and 4 of said Article XXIII 
of said Constitution of said International Brotherhood were 
adopted and incorporated, in and made part of said Consti-
tution. said Sections of said Al'ticle XXIII, together with 
said Section 1 of said Artie.le XXVIII, her~inabove quoted, 
of said :Constitution, have been anrl arc~ operative, obligatory 
and binding upon the said :~red Bridgeman, as moral, con-
tractual and legal conditions, elements and essentials of his 
Memhership in and of said International Brotherhood and 
in ·and of its said Local Union No. 80; but that, despite and 
in derogation of tl1e premises, Ra· d Fred Bridgeman wrong-
fully and illegally violate<l the said specific. and express pro-
vii;;ions of said Article XXVIII, Sect.ion 1, of the Constitu-
tion of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
and thereby also violated his obligation, promise and agree-
ment, as bereinabove set forth, of Membership in said In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
page 26 ~ and also the conditions, elements and essentials 
aforesaid of his Membership as prescribed, estab-
lished and set forth in said Section 3 and particularly said 
Section 4 · of said Article XXIII of said Constitution; that 
in consequence thereof said Fred Bridg·eman was tried, as 
in said Constitution duly provided, and found guilty of said 
violation of the Constitution as charged, and became and, 
on the 17th day of June, 1940, was, and was duly and law-
fully adjudged and declared to be, expelled from said Inter-
na tioual Brotherhood of Electrfoal Workers; that by rea-
son of said expulsion of said Fred Bridgeman all rights, if 
any, which he theretof ~re may have had to any pension bene-
fits or payments were lost to him under the provisions of 
said Constitution of said International Brotherhood of Elee-
trical Y.l orkers, and under the provisions of Article V, .Sec-
tion 2, of the Constitution and By-Laws of the Electrical 
Workers Benefit Association; that by reason of said expul-
sion of said Fred Bridgeman. from the International Brother-
hood of Electrical \V orkers he was ipso facto expelled from 
membership in the Electrical ,v orkert:; Benefit .Association, 
and, tl1erefore, from and after said expulsion was not and 
is not entitled to payment of any benefits, pensions or other 
privileges from this defendant. 
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
ELECTR,ICAL WORKERS 
By G. M. BUGNIAZET 
In te rna tional Secretary 
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page 27 ~ District of Columbia, 
I. G. M. Bugniazet, do hereby make oath that I am Inter-
national Secretary and Agent of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers; that I am empowered as such 
to make the oath contained in this affidavit, and that tho 
8tatements set forth in the foregoing· Answer and Grounds 
of Defense are true to tl1e .best of my knowledge and belief. 
G. l\tI. BUGNIAZET 
International Secretary. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th dav of Feb-
ruary, 1941, in my District of Columbia af oresaid.v 
( Seal of Gabriel B. Likens) 
Notary Public 
(District of ·Columbia ) 
G.A:BRIEL B. LIKENS 
Notary Public. 
My commission expires .June 1, 1945. 
page 28 ~ Virginia: 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, on the 1st day of May, 1941, came the principal 
defendant, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
and filed its additional Grounds of Defense, which is in the 
words and figures following:, to-wit: 
ADDITIONAL GROUNDS OF DE·FENSE. 
The principal defendant, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, as an additional ground of defense to 
the petition filed herein by said Fred Bridgeman, says tha.4-
,Fred Bridgeman was obligated by the Constitution of th(: 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and by his 
oath taken in pursuance thereto; that it is provided by said 
Constitution and by said oat]1 that the said Fred Bridgeman 
shall not resort to a court of law for redress for anv in-
justice he may believe has been don(} bim against said Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical vVorkers until he had 
first exhausted all his remedies through all the courts within· 
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; thnt 
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such resort to all the courts within the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers by said Fred Bridgeman is a 
condition precedent to the right of said Fred Bridgeman to 
institute this action; that said },red Bridgeman 
page 29 ~ prior to the institution of this action did not ap-
ply to all the courts within the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, or any of said Courts, 
for redress as to the matters and things complained of in 
the petition filed by said Fred Bridgeman in this case. And 
this defendant says that for the reasons hereinabove set 
forth and set forth in the grounds of defense heretofore 
filed by this defendant herein, said Fred Bridgeman has no 
tight to recover against this defendant in this proceeding. 
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
By ALAN ,J. HOFHEIMER, and 
WM. G. MAUPIN, its counsel. 
State of Virginia, 
City of Norfolk, to-wit: 
We, the undersig·ned, Alan J. Hofheimer and Wm. G. 
Maupin, do hereby make oath that we are of counsel for and 
arc agents for International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers and as such empowered to make the oath contained in 
this affidavit, and that the statements set forth in the fore-
going additional grounds of defense are true to the best of 
our knowleclg·e and belief. 
ALAN .J. HOFHEIMER. 
"Tl\L G. MAUPIN 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this thirtieth 
page 30 ~ day of April, 1941, in my City of Norfolk afore-
said. 
My commission expires 2/26/45. 
ELIZABE·TH B. ELLIOTT 
Notary Public. 
And now at this day, to-wit: At the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, held on the 12th day of May, 1941. 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys, and 
neither party desiring a jury the whole matter was beam 
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and determined by the court, whereupon, it is considered and 
adjudged by the court that said plaintiff recover of said de-
fendant $956.00, with interest upon parts thereof, until paid, 
as follows, to-wit: Interest on a $42 installment from Oct. 
1, 1938; interest on an installment of $42 from the first of 
each month thereafter through March 1, 1940; and interest 
on an installment of $42 from the first day of April, 1940, 
first day of May, 1940, first clay of ,June, 1940, first day of 
,July, 1940, and first day of August, 1940; and his costs in 
tl1is behalf expended; to which action and ruling of the court 
the defendant excepted. 
page 31 ~ And the defendant desiring to apply for a writ 
of error and supersedeas to this judgment, it is 
further ordered that the exe-c.ution hereof shall be suspended 
for sixty days from this date upon the defendant or some-
one for it, executing a proper suspending bond with surety 
before the Clerk of this Court in the penalty of $1,300.00 
Virginia; 
In the Clerk's Office of tlie Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, 011 the 29th day of May, 1941, came the defend-
ant, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, by 
counsel, and filed its notice of appeal, which is in the words 
and figures follow:ing, to-wit: 
NOTICE OI~ APPEAL. 
To Messrs. James B. Martin and T110mas E. Gilman, .A.ttor .. 
neys for the Plaintiff. 
PLEASE. TAKE NOTICE, tlmt on the sixth day of tTune, 
1941, at 10 o'clock A. 1\L, or as soon thereafter as I may 
be heard at the courtroom of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, Virg·inia, the undersigned will pre-
page 32 } sent to the Honorable B. D. White, Judge of tho 
Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, Vir .. 
ginia, who presided over the trial of the above mentioned 
case in the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, Virginia, 
011 the 12th day of May, 1941., a stenographfo report of the 
testimony and other incidents of the trial in the above case 
to be authenticated and verified bv him. 
And also that the undersig;ned will, at the same time and 
place, request the Clerk of the sa.id ,Court to make up and. 
deliver to counsel a transcript of the record in the above en-
titled cause for the purpose of presenting the same with a 
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petition to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a 
writ of error and S'U,persedeas therein. 
By ,vM. G. MAUPIN 
CounseL 
ALAN J. HOFHEIMER 
Counsel. 
Service· accepted this 29th day of May, 1941. 
page 33 ~ Virginia ~ 
,JAS. G. MARTIN, 
Attorney for the Plaintiff. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth. 
Fred B ridgema111 
v·. 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, etc. 
RECORD. 
StenogTaphic report of all the testimony, together with 
all the motions, objections and exceptions on the part of the 
respective parties, the action of the Court in respect thereto, 
and all other incidents of the trial of the case of Fred Bridge-
man v. International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, etc.., 
tried in the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth1 Virginia, 
on tbe 12th da:y of May, 1941, ,before the Hem. B. D. White, 
Judge. 
Present: Mr. James G. Martin, Norfolk, Virginia, and Mr. 
Thomas E. Gilman, of Portsmouth, Virginia, representing 
the Plaintiff. 
Mr. Isaac Loeb Straus, of Baltimore, Maryland; Mr. Wil-
liam G. Maupin and Mr. Alan ,T. Hofheimer, of Norfolk, Vir-
ginia, 1·epresenting the Def'endants. 
page 34 r PLAINTIFif '.S EVIDENCE .. 
Mr. Martin: May it please the Court, we put in evidence 
the record of the former suit of Bridg·eman v. International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, tried in this Court and 
referred to, and also the mandate of the Supreme Court of 
Appeals affirming that decision, and also the mandate of the 
Supreme Court of Appeals refusing a. rehearing·. We put 
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Fred Bridgeman. 
them all in evidence for brevity and convenience, and in 
addition I put in evidence the printed record in the Supreme 
Court procedure, as it is in convenient form. We put them 
all in evidence. 
Mr. Maupin: What are the other papers t 
1\f.r. Martin: They are the original papers in the preced-
ing suit. 
Mr. Maupin: Aren't they all in the record? 
:Mr. Martin: There are a few of them that are not, such 
as the mandate of the Supreme Court of Appeals, the grant-
ing· of the writ, and refusal of the rehearing. 
The Court : All of the record that was in this Court is in 
that printed record? 
Mr. Martin: Nearly all of this, Your Honor, but there 
may be some exhibits or something· that are not printed. 
page 35 ~ FRED BRIDGEMAN, 
the plaintiff, being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Martin : 
Q. Your name is Fred Bridgeman, is it not 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you live in the City of Portsmouth, Virginia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are the same Bridgeman that had the preced-
ing case in this Court that went to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals, which we have been speaking of? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old are you 'f 
A. I will be seventy-six my next birthday. 
Q. Were you in good standing in the defendant union for 
more than twenty years, with your dues paid, before the 
first suit was brought? 
A·. I was. 
The ·Court: Isn't that all decided in that suit, Mr. Martin! 
Mr. Martin: Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Since tha.t suit was brought, did you or did you not 
continue to pay y"our dues until last summer, when some of 
them were returned to you? 
A. I have. 
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Fred Bridgeman. 
page 36 ~ The Court: When did you make application 
for the pension benefits, do you remember¥ 
The Witness: It was just before October 1, 1937, I applied 
to the local union secretary for an application at that time. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. And they a.t that time refused them, did they noU 
A. They refused them. 
Q. Did you or not ask them for blanks to go ahead with? 
A. Sir! 
Q. Did you or did you not ask them for blanks in order 
to proceed? 
A. I did, yes, sir. 
Q. Did they give them to you or refuse them Y 
A. They refused. 
Mr. Straus: ·who did you ask Y 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Who did you ask for the blanks and who refused them? 
A. The secretary of the local union, as per the constitu-
tion. 
Q. Did you then write to anyone about the matter in the 
union -before you brought the first. suit? 
A. Yes, sir, I wrote to the headquarters, to the president, 
and also to the-I think it was the secretary or president of 
the executive council. 
page 37 ~ Q. Did they make you any reply? 
A . .No, sir. 
Q. After that did you put it in Mr. Oilman's hands, the 
lawyer? 
A. Yes, sir. 
The Court: Do vou recall when that was T 
The Witness: When I wrote the letter! 
The Court: Yes. 
The ,vi tness : '.I g·ot a copy of it. 
Bv Mr. Martin: 
"Q. You can tell the dates from a copy you have, can you 
noU 
A. Yes, sir, the copies are dated. 
Q. Are these copies of the letters of October-
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Fred Bridgeman. 
Mr. Maupin: It seems to me the originals of those letters 
should ,be produced. We had no notice that any such copies 
as these were going to be introduced here, and this is n.ot 
supposed to be even carbon copies, it is a memorandum of 
his own. If there were such letters we should have been 
notified of that fact and asked to produce the originals. We 
asked the other side to produce the originals of all the let-
ters they wrote, and I do not think that is com~etent evi-
dence to be introduced, letters supposed to have been writ-
. ten four years ago, a.nd the letter is not produced. 
page 38} They have here wha.t purports to be a longhand 
copy in a memorandum book of the letter that. was 
supposed to have been written four years ago. You might 
inspect that and see wha.t sort of shape it is. in. 
Mr. Martin: We are only showing this correspondence 
at Your Honor's request. 
The Court: I will overrule the objection. 
Mr. Maupin : You will allow us an exception? 
The Court: Yes. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Are these the copies of the letters! 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Martin: We put them in eYidence and read them to 
the Court. The Court can ~ee the form in the book. 
Mr. Maupin: We are objecting to the admission of those 
letters in evidence. Your Honor is overruling iU 
The Court: Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: And we are excepting. 
The Court: Yes. 
Note: Mr. Martin read a letter in R memorandum book 
dated October 10, 1937, addressed to Mr. D. W. Tracy, Presi-
dent I. B. E. W., and sig11ed by the plaintiff; also 
page 39 ~ letter dated Sunday, October 10, 1937, addressed 
to Members of the Int. Ex. Council I. B. E. W., 
signed by ''\F'. B.'' such letters being· marked for identifica-
tion Plaintiff's Exhibit "A" and Plaintiff's Exhibit "B ". 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. After you got no response to your letter, did you put 
it in Mr. Gilman's hands, the lawyer? 
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The Com·t: Did you receive any replies to your letters T 
The Witness: No, sir. 
The Court : You received a reply from no one f 
The ':Vitness ~ No reply, no, sir. 
Bv Mr. Martin : 
· Q. Then did you put the case iu Mr. Gilman "s hands, the 
lawyer! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After you continued to pay your dues np until last sum-
iner, they returned you-
Mr. Maupin: Please do not lead the witness. 
Mr. ·Martin: It is just to save time, Mr. Maupin. We all 
agree on this. 
Mr. Maupin: You might still take it in regular order. 
page 40 ~ By Mr. Martin : 
Q. How long did you continue to pay your dues °l 
A. I don't remember the exact dates. I think Mr. Gilman 
l1as the letter where they returned the last payment I made. 
Q. And how much did they return to you Y 
A. Three months' dues, I think it was. 
Q. And how many dollars was that f 
A. I think it was $6.00. 
Q. Did they return you any other money T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did they return anything else T 
A. No, sir. I never paid anything· more after that. 
Q. I show you a letter dated July 11, 1940, to you, from 
the International secretary. Is that or not the letter by 
which they returned to you the $6.00? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: I put it in evidence. It is on the letterhead 
of the International Brotherhood of Eleetrical Workers, reg-
istered mail, retum receipt requested, dated .July 11, 1940. 
Note: Letter above read in evidence was marked for identi-
fication Plaintiff's Exhibit ''C". 
Mr. Martin: May it please the Court, I put iu evidence 
a letter to Mr. Bridg·emau from the International 
page 41 ~ president, dated May 28, 1940, a copy of which is 
in t11e depositions of the defendant, and a letter 
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from Mr. Bridgeman to the Tnternational president dated 
,Tune-on our copy it was on or about June 10th. 
Mr. Maupin: June 10th, I think, yes. 
Mr. Martin : And the letter of ,Tune 26, 1940, from the 
International president to Mr. Bridgeman. There is no dis-
pute about the letters having been received by the respective 
plaintiff and defendant, so for brevity I will put them in 
and read them. I put in evidence the letter of May 28, 1940, 
to Mr. Bridgeman from the International president. 
Note: Letter above referred to was marked for identifi-
cation Plaintiff's Exhibit "D". · 
l\lr. Martin: And the letter of June 10th and a copy of a 
letter of June 12, 1940, to 1\fr. Bridg·eman, from the Inter-
national president, which is au exhibit with the depositions 
for defendant, being Exhibit No. 8 with the deposition, and 
the letter to Mr. Bridgeman of June 26, 1940, from the Inter-
national president. 
Mr. Straus: If it does not interrupt you, in order to keep 
the record accurate, that letter which has been dated from 
Mr. Bridgeman to President Tracy, which has been referred 
to as of ,June 10th, is shown by the succeeding 
page 42 ~ letter of President Tracy to Mr. Bridgeman, the 
letter of June 12th, to have been dated June 7th, 
but delivered to the International office on June 10th. 
Mr. Martin: That is agreeable. 
Mr. Maupin: That can go in as a stipulation. 
Mr. Martin: That is right. It is dated June 7th. 
Mr. Maupin: Received ,Tune 10th. 
Mr. Martin: The :first letter I referred to, dated May 28th, 
I will read. 
Note: Mr. ::Martin reads in evidence above letter dated 
May 28th, marked for identifieation Plaintiff's Exl1ibit '' D ". 
Mr. Martin: Letter of .Jmw 7, 1940, from Mr. Bridgeman. 
Note: Letter of .Tune 7, 1940, was marked for identifica-
tion Plaintiff's Exhibit "E ". 
Mr. Martin: I will read the letter of .Tune 12th, Exhibit 
No. 8 with the deposition for the def cnse. 
Note : Mr. Martin read in evidence letter of ,June 12th, 
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marked for identification Exhibit No. 8 with the deposition 
for the defense. 
:Mr. Martin: vVe put in evidence the constitution of the 
defendant, which is exhibited in the deposition of the defend-
ant, and therefore nn extra copy need not be physi-
pag·e 43 ~ cally put in. I put the whole thing in evidence. 
For brevity I will read only certain parts of it. 
I will read Article 28, which is on Page 41 of the copy that 
I have. (Reading·): 
''ARTICLE XXVIII. 
Misconduct, Offenses nnd Penalties. 
Sec. 1. Any member violating· his obligation and resorting 
to a court of law for redress for any injustice he may believe 
has been done him by the I. B. ill. "\V., or any of its Local 
Unions-until he lias first exhausted all his remedies through 
all the courts within the I. B. E. W.-shall stand automatically 
expelled and without rights of any kind.'' 
I then read from "·Clrnrg·es and Trials", Page 43, Sec-
tion 3: 
'' Sec. :3. All charges--except against officers and repre-
sen ta ti ves of Local Unions, and against officers, General 
Chairman and representatives of Railroad Councils-shall 
be heard and tried by the Local Union Executive Board whiclt 
shall act aR the Trial Board, in accordance with Article XX, 
Sections 13 and 14. A majority vote of the Boa.rd shall be 
sufficient for decision and sentence. 
( This section shall not be construed to conflict with power 
of the International President or the International 
page 44 ~ Executive Council to take action in certain cases, 
as provided. in Articles IV and IX.)'' 
Section 4 says that all eharges must he in writing, and so 
forth, and I do not read them, although I put them in evi-
dence. 
Now, I turn to Sections 4 and 9. 
Mr. :Maupin: You said Sections 4 and 9. 
Mr. Martin: I should have said Article 4 and Article 9, 
Page 6. I will not read all of A1·ticle 4, Your Honor. I ·will 
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read part therefrom, the part I think important, on Page 6, 
as to the powers of the International President, about half-
way down on Page 6, the I. P., that is the International 
President, is empowered as follows: 
'' ( 1.) To call a meeting of tl1e I. E. C. whenever in his 
judgment such is necessary. 
(2.) To decide all questions of law, disputes or questions 
in controversy however arising-all I1is decisions being sub-
ject to appeal, first to the I. E. C. and then the I. C.,'' and so 
forth, which I do not read in full. · 
'' (7.) To suspend the cards and membership of any mem-
ber who, in bis judgment, is working· ag·ahist the welfare of 
the I. B. E. W. in the interests of any group or 
page 45 } organization detrimental to the I. B. E. · W.-or 
for creating qissension among members or among 
L. U. 's-or who interferes with or tries to prevent the carry-
ing out of decisions rendered by proper International au., 
thority. '' 
There are several others which I do not read. 
On page 32, '' Executive Bo~ rd' t, Section 12: 
'' Sec. 12. The Executive Boa rd shall act a8 the Trial Boa rel 
and hear all charges and try· all members-except officers and 
representatives of Local Unions, and officers, General Chair-
men and representatives of Rnilroad .Councils-for any viola-
tion of this Constitution, or the By-Laws and working rules of 
the Local Union. (.See all of Article XXVIII.)'' 
Then the rights of the member to his monthly pension, 
about which there seems to be no aispnte, Pag·es 12 anu 13--
Page 12 at the bottom: 
"Sec. 2. Any male member, exeept Class 'B' members, at-
taining the ag-e of 65 yea.rs, and who has been a member 
of th~ I. B. E. W. in continuous good standing for 20 years 
immediately preceding his application, shall be eligible for 
Pension Benefits.'' 
And on Pag·e 13, Sub-section 6: 
'' Sixth-The I. S. shall, for each member admitted to Pen-
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sion Benefits, autl10rize disbursement of $42 a 
page 46 }- month, $2 of which shall be paid to the I. 0. for 
the member's per capita, and the balance of $40 
to Hte member.''. 
I want to put in evidence carbon copy of a letter dated 
January 8, 1938, £rom M1·. Tom E. Gilman, attorney for the 
plaintiff, to the International Brotherhood of Eleetrical Work-
ers, 1200-15th Street, ·washington, D. C. 
Note: Letter above read by Mr. Martin was marked for 
identification Plaintiff's Exhibit "K". 
Mr. Martin: And a letter to Mr. Gilman of ,January 5, 
1938, from the International secretary of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 
Note: utter above read in evidence by Mr. Martin was 
marked for identification Plaintiff's Exhibit ''!''. 
Mr. Maupin: I would like for the record to show at this 
point that these two letters that you have just read have 
already been introduced as exhibits with the deposition of 
:Mr. Bngniazet, whic.h were taken by the defendant, and as 
Exhibit No. 5. 
:Mr. Martin: That is all right. 
Mr. Maupin: Now, if Your Honor please, Mr. Martin 
has two letters there l1e wants to read, one a letter from 
Mr. Easby-Smith to Mr. Gilman, Mr. Easby-Smith being 
general counsel for the Brotherhood at the time 
page 47 ~ of the first trial in this case. The letter Mr. 
Martin is now about to read is a letter between 
counsel after the institution of that litigation, concerning 
issues in that Iitig·a.tion, and has no bea.ring whatever on 
this case, and we object to it. It is res inter alios acta, and 
it is confusing and wholly immaterial to any issue presented 
in this case. That happens to be a defense which the Court 
has already held was not a defense in that case. The Su-
preme Conrt of Appeals has held that, and we are simply 
going over d1·y bones when we bring· that defense up again, 
and we object to them now bringing it up. It l1as nothing 
whatever to do with this present case. 
Mr. Martin: ,ve do not think the letter may be, but we 
think it is part of the history of the matter that should l1ave 
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come in. The letter is here for Your Honor to see, if you 
think it is relevant. 
The Court: I think the objection is well taken. I do not 
see the relevanev of it. 
Mr. Martin: i just offer it, and I offer to prove it as well 
as the answer thereto of Mr. Gilman, dated October 11, 1938, 
and save the point. I suppose the stenographer can mark 
on the letter and copy ''Refused.'' 
page 48 ~ Note : Letters above offered in evidence and re-
fused were marked for identification Plaintiff's 
Exhibits ''H" and "I". 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Mr. Brid~;eman, you testified as a witness in the trial 
of a case here ii~ t.his court on the 27th day of January, 1939, 
which was your first action against the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, did you noU 
A. I believe it was, I can't just remember. 
Q. Well, our record shows it was the 27th day of January, 
1939. You are willing to admit it, are you noU 
A. I have no reason to doubt it. 
Mr. Martin: You a1·e referring to the date of trial, and 
not the date it was started l 
Mr. Maupin: That is right. My question was addressed 
to that, and he testified on that date. There is no reason to 
doubt it. It appears in the printed record of the first trial 
on Page 46. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Now, I will ask you if these questions were not asked 
you at that trial when you testified as a witness and whether 
you didn't give the'se answers to the questions that were 
asked you respectively. 
Mr. Martin: We object, because the record is here. 
The Court: ,vhat is the idea, may I askf 
page 49 ~ Mr. Maupin: I want to impeach him on his tes-
timony in which he says he wrote the letters that 
are in this book. 
The Court: That record is in evidence. 
Mr. Maupin: I have a right to impeach the witness, as 
I understand, to prove the contradictory circumstances. 
The Court: That is rig-ht, but I do not think you oug·ht 
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to read all the rec.ord in this cnse. l think the better wav to 
ask him would be to ask him questions and get bis answers. 
You are reading questions and unswers into the record. 
Mr. Maupin: All rig·ht, sir. 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Mr. Bridg·eman, what steps did you take with regard 
to the pension benefits to which you claim that you were 
entitled and for whie-h you brought suit on the 28th of Sep-
tember, 1938, hi this court. ,vithin the courts of the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical ·workers before bringing: 
that suiU 
A. The first step I took was with the local secretary, re-
questing· him to give me an application for a pension, which 
was refused by the International office. 
Q. Well, now, would you say it was refused by 
page 50 ~ the International office, how do you know that! 
Did vou hear from the International office? 
A. Yes, sir . ., 
Q. Or did the secretary-
A. Through the secretary. 
Q. In other words, the secretary of the local union ad-
vised you that it had heen refused by the International of-
fice! 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·what did you do then T 
A. I took it up further with the secretary of the loeal union 
on the refusal l)f the International secretary to furnish the 
application for a pension, and he offered to take it up fur-
ther with the hig·ber offfoials. 
Q. Who did? 
A. The secretary of the local union. 
Q. I am not askii1p; you what he did. I am asking you about 
what you did f 
A. I talked to him about what further-
Q. Steps should be taken? 
A. That is what I did. 
Q. All right, sir. 
A. And he offered then to take it up. with the higher of-
ficials, that is the Intemational president and the Executive 
Council, I suppose. 
pag·c 51 ~ Q. Did he take it up with the president and the 
Executive Council? 
A. I am not through there. I told him the situation, said 
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that I should take it up. He offered to write to them. I said, 
"No, I will." I wrote them later. 
Q. The letters that appear in this book? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That were introduced as Exhibits PX-A and PX-BY 
A. I think he could support me in that contention. 
Q. Did you write, sir? You did then, according to your 
present testimony,-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q._ Before you instI.tut~d action in t.he civil courts, com-
municate with the . president of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers and with the Joint International 
Executive Council of the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers, both on the date of October 10, 1937 Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. What reply did you get from them t 
A. J didn't get any. 
Q. You didn't get any reply at all ? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, in your testimony on .J anua.ry 27, 1939, in the 
first case, weren't you asked the~;;e questions and didn't you 
make these answers respectively: 
page 52} "Q. :Mr. Bridgerrum, you made application for 
this pension as provided? 
'' A. Yes, to the secretary, H. L. Fletcher, of the Local 
Union No. 732. 
'' Q. On 1September 9, 1937, and they failed to pay you or 
give you a.ny application for the arrearages? 
'' A. Some alleg·ed arrears were refused. 
''Q. How did you make tlie app1iration, Mr. Bridgeman? 
".A. Accoi-ding to the ·com1titution, tlwough the secretary 
of the local union. 
"Q. You went to the secreta,·y of the local union and made 
your application'? 
'' A. Yes. 
'' Q. And asked for what f 
'' A. For an application blank for a pension, I believe. 
"Q. And you never did get it? 
"A. No. 
'' Q. Never did get the application blank? . 
"A. No, sir. He, H. L. Fletcher, fuia.ncial secretary of 
the local union No. 732, showed me a letter where it was re-
fused. 
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'' Q. Refused because tlley contended you were not in 20 
years good standing? 
"A. I believe that is right."' 
page 53 ~· Now, at that time, did you testify that yon had 
· communicated with the International president 01· 
the Intern·ational Executive Council? 
A. I don't think so. T do11 't think t11e question was brought 
up. . 
· Q. You knew at that time, as you have just testified, that 
if yon were turnecl down by- tl10 Jocal union it was your duty 
to communicate with othe1· officers before bringing· suit, did 
YOU not? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And still at tlmt time when you were asked that general 
question as to what steps you did take with regard to this 
application, you confined your answer to the steps you took 
with the local union and said nothing whatever about any 
communication that yon had with any higher officer or execu: 
tivc body, is that right? 
A. I don't think I was asked what steps I took. 
Q. Let us see if you were not. 
"Q. How did you make the application 1" and you said, 
'' According to the c-0nstitution, through the secretary of the 
local union.'' 
You went to the secretary of the local union and made your 
application. At tlmt time you said nothing wlmtever about 
l1aving communicated with the International president or the 
International Executive Council, did you T 
page 54 ~ A. The constitution did not require me to go 
any further at that time. 
Q. Are you sure of that 1 
A. I d.on 't remember seeing it in the constitution. 
Q. Didn't you just t_estify that the secretary of the local 
union said to you tlmt he would commnnieate with the higher 
officers, and that you told him that yon understood it was-
that the constitution required you to do it yourselft 
A. Well, I did do it. 
Q. ~r ell, I understand that. Then you did know that the 
constitution required you at the time you testified t 
A. Yes. 
Q. Required you t.o, but still you said nothing about it in 
your testimouy, isn't that correct! 
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A. The question wasn't asked me. 
. Q. Well, whether it was asked you or not, you said noth-
mg about it, did you f 
A. Perhaps I didn't think of it at that time. 
Q. Now, did you have this book in court with you on that 
dayf 
A. Mr. Gilman had the book at that time. 
Q. Mr. Gilman had the book at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, you got tl1at letter of May 28, 1940, did 
page 55 ~ you not, from Mr. Tracyf 
A. Wha.t did that letter consist of? 
Q. That was a letter from Mr. Tracy which told you that 
you were going to be tried before him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, that letter of Mr. Tracy contains this charge 
against you (I am quoting) : 
'' Between the time that the International Secretarv in-
formed the Financial Secretary of Local Union #732 o(your 
standing in the International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers and the commencement of the court action of September 
28, 1938, above-mentioned, you did not communicate with the 
International Office, other than through your attorney by the 
letter of September 3, 1938, ( it is a mistake for January 3, 
1938) nor did you at any time make application for pension 
.benefits as provided for in the Constitution of the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical w· orkers.'' 
Yon read that letter, you say. You understood that charge, 
didn't you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. According to your present testimony that charge was 
contrary to the facts, was it not? 
A. Contrary to the facts 1 Just what do you mean f 
Q. I mean that wben Mr. Tracy said that except 
page 56 ~ for the communication which Mr. Gilman gave to 
the financial secretary, that you had never com-
municated with the International office in any way, shape or 
form? 
A. Yes, that was contrary to the facts. 
Q. That was contrary to the facts? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you knew it was contrary to the facts I 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And you had this book at your home f 
A. Yes, Mr. Gilman had the book. 
Q. In your possession or· the possession of your lawyer, 
showing according to you that you bad c.ommunic.ated with 
them¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Tracy so 1 
A. Sir? 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Tracy that he was mistaken, that you 
]md communicated with the International office? 
A. I made no reply to Mr. Tracy. I had a conference with 
Mr. Gilman, and we decided it would be useless. 
Q. When didn't you when Mr. Tracy said to you, ''Mr. 
Bridgeman, you violated the con~titution, because when the 
local union turned you down yon didn't take it up with the 
International office iu any way,'' why didn't you say to him, 
"Mr. Tracy, you are mistaken. I did take it up 
page 57 } with th~ International office, and I wrote letters 
on October 10., 1937, one to the International presi-
dent and one to the Intemational Executive Council,'' why 
didn't you tell him that? 
A. I ·had a conference with Mr. Gilman, sir, and we de-
cided it would he useless to waste postage. 
Q. Then you prefenecl to be tried on a charge which you 
knew was without foundation and which you had the means 
at hand to refute, and when you replied you did not even 
tell Mr. Trncy of these lettcrH that you had written, is that 
rig·ht 1 
A. Mr. Tracy had already denied receipt of a written com-
munication from me, so we decided that it would be useless 
to take tlrn matter up any further. 
Q. It wasn't useless in your opinion to write Mr. Trac~,. 
and tell Mm he didn't have authority to try you, was it? 
A. I answered that letter. 
Q. Exactly, you answered the letter and you did deny big 
authority to try you? 
A. I denied his authority. I thong·ht that covered the 
g'l'OUnd. 
Q. But you didn't deny tlm t the charge against you was 
true? 
A. I thought that ".,.ould cover the g·rounds, what I said. 
If be had wanted any further information, I would have given 
it to him. 
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page 58 } Q. You say now that on October 10, 1937, you 
had written to President Tracy himself and got 
110 reply from l1im, isn't that righU 
A. ·what is thaU 
Q. I say your present testimony is that on October 10, 1937, 
you wrote to President Tracy himself telling him, '' I am 
nppealing to you to investig·ate the facts and to reverse tho 
decision of the Int. Sect. that I am not entitled to be pen-
sioned-"? 
A. I-
Q. Wait a minute. I haven't finished my question. That 
is your present testimony Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, when President Tracy told you he had no com-
munication from you whatever, didn't you even call to his 
attention this letter that you had written him on ·october 
10, 19371 
A. I told you there was a conversation with Mr. Gilman, 
my attorney, and we decided it would be useless. 
Q. You thought it was useless to refute a charge which~ 
if true, would result in your expulsion from the order? 
A. At that time, yes. · 
Q. As you know, if you were expelled from the order by 
the president, you had a right to appeal from him, you knew 
that, didn't you, under the constitution? 
page 59 } .A. I 1night harr' had the ·right to appeal .from 
hirn, you knew that, didn't you, wnder the consfi-
tidion? 
A. I might have had the rig·ht to appeal from him, but we 
were satisfied it wouldn't do a·uv g-ood. 
Q. Now, if you had the rig-ht ~f appeal fi·om President 
Tracy, the appeal ha<;! to be taken on the record that you 
made, did it not, before him? Isn't tha.t. a- fact? 
A. I didn't just get that. Put that ag·ain. . 
Q. You stated that you lrncl 110 confidence in President 
Tracv? A: I didn't sav that. 
Q. I understood you to say so. y OU said that it wasn't 
worth while to put your defense before him? 
A. I said T believed it wasn't worth while. 
Q. Doesn't tlmt mean you didn't have any confidence in 
him? 
A. That ain't what I said. 
Q. Isn't that the same thing·? 
A. That is for the individual to decide. 
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Q. Then you said there was no nse of even making a de-
f en se before President Tracy. Did you have the same lack 
of confidence as to t11e International Executive Council J 
The Court: I do not think he said any lack of confidence, 
lie just said it would he no nse. 
· · The Witness : I don't think you can make me 
page 60 ~ say anything· I don't wif,h to. 
· Mr. Maupin: All right, sir. I don't want to~ 
By .Mr. :Maupin: 
Q. Did you feel tl1at it ,vas useless for you to present any 
defense that you might have before the Intemational Execu-
tive Council 1 
A. I don't believe I went that far into the matter. 
Q. What I am getting at is this, l\fr. Bridgeman, that if 
for any reason Mr. Tracy was unfair to you in a trial you 
had the right to appeal from his decision, didn 1t you T 
A. I believe according· to the constitution I did, I may 
have. 
Q. Now, then, did you know that you had to introduce evi-
dence, if you had evidence, to refute these charges, in ordei~ 
to make an appeal effective? 
.A. If I made an appeal 1 
Q. Yes. 
A. I think I covered the ground in my letters to the Execu-
tive Council. 
Q. I take it, then, that you were willing· to be expelled on 
charges which you knew were untrue and which you were in 
a position to refute, if President Tracy had the authority 
to expel you, is that right¥ 
A. That is a kind of complicated question. I didn't jm;t 
get the-
page 61 ~ Q. All right, I will put it again. I take it from 
your testimony that you pref erred to be expelled 
by President Tracy on charges which you knew to be untrue 
and which you were in a position to disprove, rather than 
to put in any defense before President Tracy, is that right? 
A. I took it for granted that President Tracy h~d them 
letters. 
Q. Well, didn't he tell you be didn't have it'? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Didn't he tell you he didn't have it? 
A. No, sir, I never g·ot any reply. 
Q. Didn't he 1 Let's see if he didn't. Didn 1t he say to 
you that between the time the International secretary in-
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formed the financial secretarv of Local Union No. 732 of 
your standing in the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
w· orkers, and the commencement of the court action of Sep-
tember 28, 1938, above mentioned, you did not communicate 
with the International office other than through the letter 
of Mr. Gilman? He told you that perfectly plainly, didn't 
he? 
A. He told me that, yes. 
Q. All right, then. You knew according to your present 
testimony that was a fact, you knew you had written him, 
didn't you? 
A. I knew I had written him, yes, sir. 
page 62 ~ Q. He could have been· mistaken, couldn't he? 
He could have been honestly mistaken about that, 
couldn't be? 
A. He mav have. 
Q. Didn't· you think it was worth while to call attention 
to the fact that if he looked-you had written, and that if 
he looked he would find vom· letter? 
A. In a conversation ~~it.h 1\fr. Gilman we decided to drop 
it. 
Q. Now, Mr. Bridgeman, you have introduced a book here 
which you testified contains a true copy of two letters you 
wrote on October 10, 1937? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. One was to the president of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical vVorkcrs and the other was to the Inter-
national Executive Council of that order, was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, you haven't any address on either one of those 
letters. ·where did you Rend them 1 
A. To the Washington address. I had the address at that 
time. I got it from the mag·azinc, the official magazine. 
Q. How did you address the letter which you had here a~ 
being addressed to the Members of the International Execu-
tive Council of the International Brotherhood of Electric.al 
Y\Torkers? 
page 63 ~ A. How did I address it? 
Q. On the envelope, yes 1 
A. On the envelope? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I addressed it to the International Secretarv at-I 
think it is-15tll Street, I ain't sure as to that acldr;ss now, 
I forget. 
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Q. You addressed that on the envelope to the International 
Secretary? 
A. I put both letters in the same envelope and addressed 
them to the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 
I think it was 15th Street, I forg·et now. 
Q. In Washington 1 
A. Northwest. 
Q. In W ashing·ton? 
A. vV ashington, D. C. 
Q. You put both letters in tlie one envelope, one addressed 
to the president and the other to the members of tlrn Inter-
national Council t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But the envelope was addressed to the Internatio:r;ial 
Secretary, was it? 
A. The envelope was addressed to the Brotherhood of 
Electrical ·workers, and not the secretary. 
Q. Then, if l\fr. Rug11iazet, who was the secre-
page 64 ~ tary of the lnternational Brotherhood-
A. I understood he was. 
Q. If he denied he ever received any communication from 
you he is mistaken, is he 1 
A. ·wen, I can't say that. 
Q. Well, he is mistaken, I say, if lie does deny it f 
A. Yes, he is mistaken-no, I wouldn't say he is mistaken. 
He might not have received it. All I know is I sent them--
I mailed it. 
Q. You got no answer? 
A. No answer. 
Q. And you never called them up ngain at all f 
A. Not after my conversation with the attorney, we de-
cided to-
Q. ·when did you consult Mr. Gilman? 
A. I don't remember the date. I used to go up there quite 
often. 
Q. vVbat I am trying to get clear-I am not sure that I 
ha.vc it clear-is that after these letters which you say you 
sent on October 10, 1937, were not answered, you made no 
further attempt to find out what tl1e reason was for lack of 
reply? 
A. After n conference we decided to drop it. 
Q. I want you to answer my question. Did you follow up 
your failure to get any reply to these letters and 
page 65 ~ ask for a reply, 01· ask for the reason why you 
hadn't g:otten any reply? 
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A. I never wrote to them again. 
Q. You never wrote to them again f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were the letters written? Where did you write 
the letters f 
A. In the Portsmouth post-office. 
Q. Where did you write them T 
A. Where? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Portsmouth post-office. 
Q. In the post-office? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you write them with pencil or pen and ink? 
A. I wrote them with pen and ink, the letters, and I copied 
them in the book with a pencil. 
Q. What is this book? 
A. An old book I happened to have in my pocket. 
Q. Was this a book that you kept in your pocket also? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Was this book also a hook which you kept in your pocket 
all the time ? 
A. I had carried it more or less. I happened to have it. 
Q. For what purpose were you carrying it? 
page 66 ~ A. Oh, to write down any little thing· that I hap-
pened to do. 
Q. There wasn't anything in thig book except these two 
copies of letters. Look a.t it and tell us what you wrote other-
wise in this book except these two copies of letters f 
A. I think there is some pap;es torn out here. When I 
gave it to Mr. Gilman I-there is some things down there-
I think there is some pages torn out, though. Occasionally 
you need a piece of paper to write down something. I guess 
I tore it out. 
Q. Let us see how many pages were torn out. Here is 
one page that was torn out, and only one there. I don't 
see anywhere in this book but one pag·e which bas been torn 
out, do you, and a half page here. 1,hat is a11, is it? Now, 
on the first page here, the first two pug-es, there is a memo-
randum about A. W. Carlisle and J. W. 0 'Brien, what are 
they? 
A. Addresses, I guess. 
Q. \\7bat do those fig'Urcs represent there T 
A. Measurements for some rooms. 
Q. When were they made? 
A. I don't remember, to tell you the truth. 
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Q. And with that exception and with the exception of the 
last page, there is nothing in the book at all, is there! 
A. That is a copv of a letter I wrote to the Rail-
pag·e 67 ~ road Retirement ·:soard. 
A. Dated! 
Q. Yes. 
Q. \Vhen was that written? 
A. I forget the date of it, to tell you the truth. It was 
about 18:__let's see-I think it was November, 1937, I was 
retired. . 
Q. All right, now, these letters which you say you wrote 
on October 10, 1937, is the last time as I understand it that 
you ever attempted to communicate ·with any International 
officer or with anv International Executive Council or Con-
ference, is that rig-ht f 
A. I don't remember writing them. 
Q. As far as you know that is the last communication yon 
had? 
A. As far as I know that is the last time I ever wrote 
them. It seems I sent money after that, though. Did I write 
to them about the dues and sending· the dues after that date, 
or was it befo1·e t I wouldn't say which. 
Q. I don't know, sir. I am asking you. 
A. I ain't got no record of it, so I can't tell you. 
Q. If you did write to the International officers any more, 
you got no copies of your letters, have you 1 
A. Sir1 
page 68 ~ Q. If you did as a matter of fact write some 
letters subsequent to October 10, 1937, to the In-
teruational Office or officers, you have no copy of any such 
letter? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Martin : '\Ve rest. 
DEFENDANT'S EVIDENCE. 
Mr. }Iaupin: Your Honor, we have som(~ depositions here 
that were taken and regularly returned. I suppose it is in 
order to read them now, is it not ~i 
The Court: Yes. 
Mr. Maupin: I will omit the c.aption. This is the testi-
mony of Gustave M. Bugniazet. 
Note: The deposition of Gustave M. Bug·niazet was read 
as follovls : 
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In the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth. 
Fred Bridgeman, Plaintiff, 
V. 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Principal 
Defendant, and others, Def en clan ts. 
IN ATTACHMENT. 
DEP08ITION OF GUSTAVE l\L BUGNIAZET. 
Deposition of Gustave M. Bugniazet taken before me Edith 
G. Reel, a Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia 
in pursuance of the annexed notice, at the offices of the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical \Vorkers, 1200--15th 
Street, N. vV., Washing-ton, D. C. at 11 :00 o'clock A. l\L on 
Friday, March 28, 1941, to be read in evidence in an action 
at law in which Fred Bridg·eman is plaintiff and Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical ·workers and others are de-
fendants, pending in the Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth, Virginia. 
Present: James G. :Martin of Norfolk, Virginia, Counsel 
for plaintiff. 
Isaac Lobe Straus of Baltimore, Maryland, ,villiam G. 
:Maupin and Alan J. Hofheimer of Norfolk, Virginia, counsel 
for defendants. 
page 70 ~ GUSTA VE M. BUGNIAZET, 
a witness, being· duly sworn, deposeth and sayeth 
in answer to interrogatories, as follows: 
By William G. Maupin, of counsel for defendants: 
Q. l\fr. Bugniazet, will you state your full name and your 
residence? 
A. Gustave 1\L Bugniazet, 451 l-28th Street, N. ·w., Wash-
ington, D. C. 
Q. Are you connected in an official capacity with the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers? 
A. I am its secretary. 
Q. How long have you held that office? 
A. Since 1925. 
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ci. In the performanc~ of your duties as International Sec-
retary of the Brotherhood, do you have under your general 
custody and supervision the record cards of members? 
A. I do. 
Q. Is Fred Bridgeman or was Fred Bridgeman of Ports-
mouth, Virgfoia, during the years 1937 and 1938 a member of 
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers¥ 
A. He was. 
Q. Do you know where the record card of Fred Bridgeman 
is, .Mr. Bugniazet 1 
A.. I have a portion of his record card and the other por-
tion is in a case clown in a court in Portsmouth. 
Q. Is it a fact that that card was introduced as Exhibit 
.No. 2 with your testimony in the case of Fred 
page 71 ~ Bridgenian v. Internat-ionat Brotherhood of Elec-
trica.Z Workers which was pending in the Circuit 
Court of the City of Portsmouth and was finally decided by 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia in February, 1940? 
A. Yes, that is correct. 
Q. And that card shows that !fr. Bridgeman first joined 
Local No. 80 of Norfolk, Virginia, and -then transferred to 
Local No. 732 of Portsmouth, Virginia, does it not t 
A. Yes. He joined originally and ,vas initiated in Local 
No. 80 and transferred to Local No. 732 of Portsmouth. 
Q. I hand you a booklet and ask you what is that booklet? 
A. This booklet is the Constitution of the International 
Brotherhood of E}lcctrical vVorkers. 
Q. "Then was that constitution in the form in which it is 
contained in that booklet adopted. 
A. Well, it has been amended, but it was origfoally adopted 
in 1891 and has been amended since that time. 
Q. \V-e should like to introduce this constitution as Exhibit 
1 of l\fr. Bug11iazet 's testimony. Does that book contain the 
constitution of the International Brotherhood as amended as 
it stands at the present time? 
A. It does. 
Q. And is it the same as it was at all times since 1935? 
A. Well, tliere was a small amendment by referendum in 
1937. The back pag-e 51 shows you the different 
pag·e 72 ~ dates of amendment. 
Q. I see. That sholvs the date of amendment? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You said that you had available a part of Mr. Bridg·e-
man 's record card. Wil1 you Htate just what you have there·~ 
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A. This card shows his payments since 1922 to his last 
payment in 1940. The other part of the card is in the court 
records. 
Q. The card with reference to which you have just testified 
-have you a photostatic copy of that card? 
A. I have of the two cards. 
Q. The two cards are part of the records of your office? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I would like to introduce the photostatic copy to be 
marked as Exhibit 2 of the testimony of Mr. Bugniazet. When 
Mr. Bridgeman became a member of the International Broth-
erhood of Electrical Workers, did he subscribe to au oath 
and obligation? 
A. He did. 
Q. Have you the oath and obligation which was subscribed 
to by Mr. Bridgeman? 
A. I have. 
Q. May I see it? The original ca rd is a part of the record 
of this office, is it not? 
A. It is. 
page 73 ~ Q. Have you had a photostat made of it? 
A. I have. 
Q. I introduce the photostatic copy of that card as Exhibit 
3 of l\fr. Bugniazet 's testimony. Will you read for the pur-
poses of the record Section 1 of Article L~VIII of the con..: 
stitution of the International Brotherhood of Electrfoal 
"\Vorkers? 
A. Page 41, '' Article XXVIII, Misconduct, Offenses and 
Penalties. Sec. 1. Any member ,iolating his obligation and 
resorting to a court of law for redress for any injustice he 
may believe has been done him by the I. B. E·. "\V., or any of 
its Local Unions-until he has first exhausted all his reme-
dies through all the courts within tho I. B. E. ""\V.-shall stand 
automatically expelled and without rights of any kind." 
Q. Is that a part of the constitution of the I. B. E. ·w. at 
the present time? 
A. It is. 
Q. Was that a part of the constitution of the I. B. E. W. 
during- the whole of the year 1937 ! 
A. It was. 
Q. And has it remained as such from that time until the 
present time? · 
A. It has. I can tell you when it was put in if you want. 
Q. When was it put in? 
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A. The constitution was amended on this one section, in-
cluding that language at the Convention in 1929. 
Q. And has it remained in the same form since that time! 
A. With no change. 
page 74 ~ Q. Turn to page 35 of the constitution of the 
I. B. E. W. vVill vou read Sections 3 and 4 of 
Article XXIII of the constitution for the record t 
A. Page 35. Article XXIII. Admission of Members. Sec. 
3. The acceptance of an application for membership-and the 
admission of 'the applicant into any L. U. of the I. B. E. \\7.-
constitutes a contract between the member and the L. U. a.nd 
the I. B. E. ,v ., and between such member and all other mem-
bers of the. I B. E. W. Section 4. Each applicant admitted 
shall, in the presence of members of the I. B. E. W., repeat 
and sign the following obligation: '' I, . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( Give 
name) freely and without mental reservation, in the presence 
of members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, do sincerely promise and agree to conform to, and 
abide by, the Constitution and laws of the I. B. E. ,v. and 
its Local Unions. I will faithfully further, by every means 
within my power, the purposes for which the I. B. E. W. is 
instituted. I will bear true allegiance to the I. B. E. W. and 
will never sacrifice its interest in any manner. I promise 
and agree not to resort to any court of law for redress for 
any injustice that I may believe has been done me by t4e I. B. 
K W. or any of its Local Unions, until I have first resorted 
to and e~hausted the remedies provided for this object by 
the Constitution, Laws and Rules of the I. B. E. W. Should 
I leave the I. B. E. \V. of my own free will, be suspended or 
expelled, I shall consider this obligation to be as binding· upon 
me then HS now." 
page 75 ~ Q. Have you in your possession, 1vf r. Bugniazct, 
a letter written September of 1937 by Fred Bridge-
man to Local No. 7321 
A. Yes, I have. It is signed by him. I don't know if it is 
written by him. 
Q. Yes, sig·ned hy him. That letter, dated 9/5/37 and bear-
i1w· the stamp ''rec'd Sep. 8, Hl87, '' is siQ:ncd hv Fred M. 
Bridgeman and addressed to Mr. H. L. Fletcher, F'. S. at 
Portsmouth, Virginia. How did you happen to get that let-
ter. Mr. Bup;niazet? 
A. It came through the· mails with a letter from :\fr. 
Fletcher, Secretary, Local 732. 
Q. And have you the letter from Mr. Fletcher? 
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A. That is attached to the letter from Mr. Bridgeman. 
Q. Did you reply to the letter from Mr. Fletched 
A. I did. 
Q. Have you a copy of your letter of reply 'Y 
A. I have. 
Q. All three are attached together and your reply to Mr. 
!!'letcher at Portsmouth is dated September 9, 19371 
A. Yes. 
Q. We will introduce those three letters together as Ex-
hibit 4 of Mr. Bugniazet 's testimony. 
Mr. Martin: We object to the letter or copy thereof of 
September 9, 1937, as immaterial and a matter merely be-
tween officers of defendants. There was cause of estoppel by 
judgment in the former case of Bridgeman against 
page 76 ~ the said defendants. 
l\Ir. Maupin: This is not introduced for the pur-
pose of raising any defense which was raised in any previous 
litigation but to show a course of conduct on the part of the 
plaintiff. These are steps which go to show the course of 
conduct. Have you in your possession, Mr. Bugniazet, a 
letter sig·ned T. E. Gilman or Tom E. Gilman addressed to 
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and 
written January 3, 1938 f 
A. Yes, I have a copy of the letter written on that date. 
Q. This is a copy of a letter which purports to have been 
signed by T. E. Gilman, dated January 3, 1938, and addressed 
to the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 1200 
-15th Street, Washington, D. C.? W11ere is the original of 
that letter, ?\fr. Bugniazet? 
A. It was given in the other m:u;e. 
Q. As part of the evidence in the former case betwee1~ 
Bridgeman and the Iuternational Brotherhood of Electrical 
·workers? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you reply to this letter of Mr. Gilman 's ry 
A. I did. 
Q. Attached to the correspondence of the letter from Mr. 
Gilman is a copy of a letter dated ,January 5, 1938. Is that 
your letter t 
A. It is. 
page 77 ~ Q. We introduce tho~e two letters as Exhibit 5 
of 1\fr. Bugnia.zet 's testimony. Between yom an. 
swer to Mr. Gilman in January, H>38, and the ~8th day of 
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September, 1938, do your files disclose any correspondence 
between the I. B. E. W. and bridgeman or between the Broth· 
orhood and Bridgenum 's com1::;<.:•1 ( 
A. Thev do not. 
Q. l h~ind you printed record No. 2166 of the Supreme 
Comt of Appeals of Virginia at Richmond, being the record 
of a ease under the title lnternatfonal Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers v. Freel Briclge,nwn. 011 page 10 of tliis rec-
ord I will ask you to read beginning· with the words '' Be it 
remembered'' and euding with the wonh; '' shows unto Your 
Honor'' for the purpose of the record. 
A. Page 10. Upon a petition for an attachment be it re-
membered that hitherto, to-wit, in the clerk's office of the 
Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth on the 28th day of 
September came the plaintiff by counsel and filed his petition 
for an attachment which is in the words and fig·ures follow-
ing·, to-wit: To the Honorable B. D. ·white, Judge of said 
court, your petitioner, Fred Bridgeman, respectfully shows 
unto your Honor, etc. 
Q. :M:r. Bugniazet, will you state whether or not F'red 
Bridgeman in that action at law instituted in the Circuit 
Court of the City of Portsmouth, Virginia, on September 28, 
19:38, a suit to recover the judgment ag·ainst the Intemational 
Brotherhood of Electrical ·workers? 
page 78 ~ A. He did. 
Q. And was that judgment appealed to the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia? 
A. It was. 
Q. And was it affirmed by that court? 
A. It was. 
Q. Before instituting· that action at law, did Mr. Bridge-
man exhaust all his remedies through all the courts within 
the International Brothel'l10od of Electrical Workers for anY 
grievance he might have had against the Brotherhood or fo·r 
the payment of any sum which he claimed to be due him from 
the Brotherbood'f 
A. He dicln 't use any of his rights under the constitution 
except that one letter that he wrote to the Secretary of the 
Local Union. 
Q. Will you state, Mr. Bugniazet, what remedies within 
the constitution of the I. B. E. W. were available to Mr. 
Bridgeman if he had cared to avail himself of them t 
A. His remedy would have been when he was advised by 
the secretary or had any information of his arrearage, if l{e 
questioned it, to still ask or communicate directly here for 
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a pension application. If the same was filed, it would have 
gone to the ~xecutive Council at its next regular stated meet-
ing, and the stated meetings of the Executive Council are in 
the months of March and September of each year at head-
quarters here in W ashingtou. Then the Council would have 
acted upon it, but be didu 't follow that course . .All 
page 79 ~ this information I set forth in my answer to Mr. 
Gilman 's letter. I explained the case fully to Mr. 
Gilman and never heard anything further until I heard of 
the action being taken in court. 
Q . .And the action in court followed :Mr. Gilman 's letter 
without any effort on the part of Mr. Bridgeman to take 
any remedial action provided for in the constitution of the 
I. B. E. vV.? 
A.. It did. 
Q. And he took no such action f 
A. He did not. 
Q. You stated that you explained the matter fully to :Mr. 
Gilman-that explanation, I take it, is contained in your let-
ter to Mr. Gilman, a copy of which has been filed as Exhibit 
5 to this testimony Y 
.A. It is. 
Q. If a member of the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical "\Vorkers is expelled, what result does that have upon 
his right to participate in pension benefits if he had a right 
to participation in pension benefits prior to his expulson? 
.A. If he was expelled, he would have no rights. 
Q. Will you state your authority for that statement, l\fr. 
Bugniazett 
A. Page 41. Article XXVIII. Misconduct, Offenses and 
J>enalties. Sec. 1. Any mcnnher violating his obligation and 
resorting· to a court of law fo1· redre~~ for any in-
page 80 } justice he may belieYe has been done him by the 
I. B. E. Vl., or any of its Local Unions-until he 
has first exhausted all his rmnedics throug·h all the courh: 
within the I. B. l~. vV.-shall stand automatically expelled and 
without rights of any kind. 
Q. You have in your hand, ?\[r. Bugniazet, a yellow book-
let entitled "Constitution and Bv-La,vs of the Electrical 
vVorkers' Benefit Association t" · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that n true copy of the Constitution and By-Laws of 
.the Electrical ,v orkers' Benefit Association? 
A. It is. 
Q. Has that constitution and by-laws been in the form in 
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which it is set out in that booklet during the whole of 1941 't 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And for how long prior to 19411 
A. It was originally adopted in l D22 and has been amended, 
the last amendment being in September of 1937. 
Q. What is the Electrical \Vorkers' Benefit Association t 
A. It is a fraternal organization that handles the death 
benefits of members in good standing of the Brotherhood and 
it is chartered under the laws of the District of Columbia. 
Q. Does a member of the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical ·workers by his membership in that organization, 
participate in the benefits of the Electrical Workers' Benefit 
Association ·t 
page 81 ~ A. If he comes within the age limit. 
Q. I will introduce this copy of the Constitution 
ancl By-Laws of the Electrical .. Workers' Benefit Association 
as J~xhibit G of this testimony. :Mr. Bug·niazet, who was presi-
dent of the I. B. E. VV. in l\fay and June of 19401 
A. D. W. Tracy .. 
Q. Mr. Tracy's office and the office of his assistants adjoin 
your office in this building! 
A. The president's office is in the far end of this building 
and his assistants are on either side of his office. 
Q. Do yon come in close contact with the president? 
A. I do. 
Q. Did you confer with Mr. Tracy with regard to the status 
of Mr. Bridgeman in May and June of 1940? 
Mr. Martin: I think that is immaterial and a matter be-
tween parties of the defendant. 
Mr. Maupin: Answer the question. 
A. I did. 
Q. I hand you what purports to be a copy of a letter from 
D. W. Tracy, International President to Fred Bridgeman, 
dated May 28, 1940. (Counsel for defendant requested the 
production of the original of said letter from counsel for 
plaintiff. The original was produced but by agreement of 
counsel, the copy may he introduced in lieu of the original 
subject to verification.) 
Mr. 1\fartin: When that is agreed, it is agreed to as being· 
a true copy, hut its relevance or force is not ma-
page 82 ~ terial 
Mr. :Maupin: Let that be introduced as Exhibit 
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7 of Mr. Bugniazet's testimony. I hand you what purports 
to be a copy of a letter signed by D. W. Tracy under date of 
June 12, 1940, addressed to ].,red Bridgeman, and ask you 
if that is a copy of the letter sent from this office. 
A. It is. 
Q. vVe call for the original of that if it is in the possession 
of counsel for plaintiff. 
Mr. Martin: I do not find it in the papers that I have 
brought to "\Vashington with me. 'Whether the orig-inal is in 
my possession or the possession of l\fr. Gilman or our client 
I am unable to say at the moment. 
:Mr. Maupin: We introduce the copy as Exhibit 8 of Mr. 
Bugniazet's testimony. .I hand you what purports to be a 
copy of a letter signed by D. W. Tracy, International Presi-
dent, under date of June 26, 1940, addressed to Fred Bridg·e-
man and ask you if that is a copy of a letter signed by Tracy 
and sent from this office on that date t 
A. It is. 
Q. I ask counsel for plaintiff for the original of that let-
ter if it is in his possession. 
Mr. Martin: The original is in my possession and so far 
as the copy is concerned, you can use the copy instead of the 
original. 
Mr. Maupin: ·we introduce as Exhibit 9 of Mr. Bug·niazet's 
testimony the copy of this letter. I ask counsel for plaintiff 
for a copy of the letter, if it is in his possession, 
page 83 ~ which was signed by Mr. Bridgeman and sent in 
June, 1940, to Mr. Tracy. 
Mr. l\fartin: I produce what I believe is a true carbon copy 
of this letter except it says ,June .... , 1940, and my belief i~ 
that I prepared the letter and g·ave it to Mr. Gilman to be 
executed and signed by Mr. Bridg·eman and the elate filled in, 
and he forgot to fill in the date. 
Mr. Maupin: I will ask the witness to look at the letter, 
Mr. Martin, and ask him if he believes that it is a copy of 
the letter received bv :Mr. Tracy in answer to his letter to 
~fr. Bridgeman of l\Iay 28, 1940. 
A. It seems to be the letter that ,,1as shown to me bv Presi-
dent Tracy as received by him from Mr. Bridgeman in" answer 
to his letter, that is, Tracy's letter to Bridgeman. 
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Q. I will ask the stenogr~phe1: to ~opy _this letter as it ap-
pears into the record at tlus pomt, 1t bemg understood that 
the original we have not been able to put our hands on and 
this is to save time and avoid another appearance. 
"lune .... , 1940. 
''To Mr. D. vV. Tracy, 
International President, 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Worker8 
1200 Fifteentli St., N. W., 
Vv ashingtou, D. C. 
Dear Sir: 
Your letter of May 28, 1940, was duly received, and in re-
sponse I wish to say : 
1. There is no jurisdiction in you to expel me or 
page 84 ~ punish me for the acts I ha.ve done; all of which 
were legal and in accord with- the Rules of the 
Order. 
2. I applied to court, on just ground, only after I had ap-
plied for relief in the Order and been denied; even denied 
blanks for application. 
8. I respectfully refer you to the record in the Circuit Court 
of the City of Portsmouth, Virginia, and in the Supreme Court 
. of Appeals of Virginia. 
4. After my long· and faithful service to the Order, I hope 
that I will not he further hindered or delayed in my just 
claims, a large amount of which are past due. 
Respectfully suhmitted, 
" 
Q. Will you look at the Constitution and By-Laws of the 
PJlcctrical vVorkcrs' Benefit Association on page 10. vVill 
you read into the record, l\f r. Bugniazet, Section 2 of Article 
V of the Constitution of Electrical 'Workers' Benefit Associa-
tion as it appears on page 10 of the Exhibit·? 
A. Pag·e 10. Article V. Sec. 2. Any member of this Ag-
socia tion who shall he suspended as a member of the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers under the laws 
thereof shall he ipso facto suspended as a member of this 
Association and rnav not be reinstated as a member of thiR 
Association until his reinstatement in said Inter~ 
page 85 ~ national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; and 
every member of this Association who ceases to 
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be a member of the International Brotherhood of Electric.al 
vVorkers shall ipso facto cease to be a member of this Asso-
ciation and shall not be readmitted into this Association until 
his readmission into the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers, and then only with the status of a new mem-
ber. 
Q. Has Mr. Bridgeman ever been readmitted into the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical ,v orkers since his ex-
pulsion in June, 19401 · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether or not, of your own knowledge, 
a trial was had as set forth in the letter from Mr. Tracy to 
!Ir. Bridgeman under date of June 26, 1940, which has been 
introduced as an exhibit here? 
A. A trial was held on June 17 at about 4:30 P. M. 
Q. Were you present 1 
A. I appeared. 
Q. Was Mr. Bridgeman present? 
A. He was not. 
Q. According to your records, when were the last dues 
from J\fr. Bridgeman paid to the Brotherhood f 
A. He sent $6.00 on tT uuc 25, l 940, to pay April, :May and 
"-Tune, 1940. 
Q. At $2.00 per month;? 
A. $2.00 per month per capita. 
Q. Was that retained by the Brotherhood? 
page 86 ~ A. It was retumod to him on accouut of his ex-
pulsion, on July 11, l 940. 
Q. In what form was that senU 
A. It was sent by registered mail, in the form of a check. 
Q. Have you the post-office regisfry receipt for that? 
A. I have. 
Q. And have you the check? 
A. I have. 
Q. Are they attached 1 
A. They are. 
Q. "\Vas that check cashed hy Bridg·cn1an '! 
.A.. It was endorsed by him. 
Q. It was endorsl~cl by him mid paid by the bank! 
A. Yes. 
Q. That check nnd receipt tog-ether will he introduced as 
Exhibit 10 of l\f r. Bug11immt 's testimony. Since that time 
has Mr. Bridgeman paid anythinp: to the Brotherhood? 
A. He has not. 
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Q. Has he ever returned the $6.00 that was represented by 
that check¥ 
A. }le has not. 
Q. Or any part of itf 
A. He has not. 
Q. So far as the Brotherhood is concerned, he retained the 
proceeds of that check f 
A. The check was accepted as of the return receipt and is 
endorsed by him and by the bank and no other endorsement. 
page 87 ~ :?\fr. l\Iaupin: .. { on may take the witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Without waiving· objection, I understand you claim the 
plaintiff, Mr. Bridgeman, has forfeited all rights and ceased 
to be a member of the defendant by reason of his having 
broug·ht the original suit in September, 1938 f 
A. Co rrcct. 
Q. And that from that date, September, H,38, he auto-
matically ipso facto ceased to be a member of any standing·? 
A. No, he didn't cease to be a member until the action by 
President Tracy on June 17, 1940. 
Q. So you do not claim he was ipso fa.eta out until June 
17, 1940? 
A. He was not, because he made payments during- that 
period. 
Q. This defendant association accepted $2.00 a month or 
thereabouts from him, did it not? 
A. Correct. 
Q. During the whole period from September, 1938, until 
June, 19401 
A. For all of 1938, '39 and :3 months in 1940. 
Q. The record cards of which you hnve put a photostatic 
copy in evidence indicate those paymcnh;, do they noU 
A. The dates of those payments. 
Q. That is aII. 
page 88 ~ RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Maupin~ 
Q. Mr. Bugniazet, will you turn to the constitution of tbe 
International Brotherhood of Electrical "'Workers which haR 
been introduced in evidence. On page 6, Article IV, has to 
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clo with the powers and duties of the International President, 
does it not t 
A. It doe8. 
Q. The International Pre8ident is empowered as follows: 
Will you read, for purposes of the record, sub-section (2) of 
Section 3 of Article IV 1 
A. To decide all questions of law, disputes or questions in 
controversy however arising-all his decisions being· subject 
to appeal, first to the I. E. C. and then the I. C. (Notice in 
writing of appeal from a.ny decision of the I. P. must be filed 
with the I. S. and I. P. within 30 days from date of such de-
cision.) 
Q. ,vm you please define the initials you have just read ? 
A. Abbreviations are found on page 1 of the Constitution, 
Article I, Section 3. 
Q. Will you turn to Section 7 of Article IV which is found 
on pag·e 8 and read that for the record t 
A. Nothing in this Constitution shall be construed to con-
flict with any of the provisions of this Article. 
Q. Did Mr. Bridgeman after his expulsion by the Inter-
national President, Mr. Traey, on June 17, 1940, take any 
action whatever by way of appeal from that ex-
pag·e 89 ~ pulsiou or otherwise ·1 
A. Not with this office nor any office of the 
Brotherhood. 
Q. As far as the records of the Brotherhood are concerned, 
is there anything to show that he took any action of any sort? 
A. None whatsoever. 
Q. What could he have done f 
A. He had a rig·ht to appeal to the Executive Council. 
General Straus: What steps, if any, did he take to chal-
lenge or dispute the efficncy or conclusive effect of his ex-
pulsion? 
A. None that I know of. 
Mr. Maupin: You testified previously as to wha.t steps ir r. 
Bridgeman could have taken within the tribunals of the Inter-
national Brotherhood of FJlectrical ·workers instead of insti-
tuting the action at law which he did in the Circuit Court of 
the City of Portsmouth, and you Rtated what he could hnve 
done within the courts of the I. R. E. "\V. Was vom· answer 
based upon the constitution of the I. B. E. W.? .. 
A. It was. 
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Q. And that is found in the I. B. E. ·vv. Constitution i 
A. It is. 
Q. With regard to appeals'? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you state where·? 
page 90 ~ A. Page 45, Sectiou 13 and thereafter under the 
heading "Appeals''. 
1Ir. Maupin: That is all. 
GUSTA VE M. BUGNIAZET. 
I, Edith G. Heel, a Notary Public in and for tho District 
of Columbia, and an officer authol'ized to administer oaths 
in said District of Columbia, do hereby certify that the fore-
going· deposition of Gustave l\I. Bug;niazet was duly taken, 
reduced to writing and signed by the said witness, before me 
at the place and time therein mentioned, pursuant to the an-
nexed notice. 
IN WITNESS ,VHER.EOF I have hereunto sot mv hand 
and affixed my official seal thi8 1st day of April, 194{. 
(Seal) 
l\,[y Com. expires Oet. 1, UJ4 l. 
EDITH G. REJ1JL, 
Notary PuhJic, D. 0. 
page 91 ~ Recess until 1 :45 o'clock P. l\I. 
AFTER800:N" SI~SSION. 
EDWARD B. BIERETZ, 
sworn on behalf of the defendant, testified as follo,vs: 
By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. Your name is Edwn rel B. Bieretz f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·where do you live? 
A. 3208 Hayward Avenue, Baltimore. 
Q. What is your position, 1'-f i'. Bieretz, with the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of l~ledrical ,Vorkers? 
A. Assistant to the president. 
Q. How long have you held that position? 
A. Since .J ulv of 19:30. 
Q. Is it a fact that the president of the Intemational Broth-
erhood of Electrical "\Vorkers is at the headquarters of the 
\Yashing'ton office of the Brotherhood continually during his 
term in office 1 
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A. It is not a fact. 
Q. Well, what is the fact in regard to thaU 
.A.. Well, he is there part of the time, and he is, as we term 
it, in the of.lice, out on the road part of the time, 
page 92 ~ and in conference with larg·e employers ; at other 
times he is attending conventions of departments 
of the Federation of Labor. 
Q. It is fair to say, then, that for a considerable part of 
Lis time he is away from the office, is that right? 
A. Yes, sfr. 
Q. How about yourself? Do you stay there at the head-
<.1uarters in the president's office during the major part of 
vour timef 
.. A.. I would say that 80%, about 80% of my time, is spent 
at the office. 
Q. Now, where are those offices locatecll 
A. 1200-15th Street, NW., .. Washington, D. C. 
Q. And how long have they been there f 
A. They have been there since 1928, a bout 1928. 
Q. In your capacity as assistant to the president does the 
official mail of the president of the International Brotherhood 
of Electrical "\V orkers come over your d<1sk and come to your 
attention f 
A. The official mail of the president of the International 
Brotherhood of Electl'ical W orke1·s comes over mv desk and 
to my attention. .. 
Q. It has been testified this morning by Mr. Bridgeman 
that on October 10, 1937, he sent a letter to Washington ad-
dressed to l\fr. D. ,v. Tracy, President of the In-
page 93 ~ ternational Brotherhood of Electrical vVorkers, re-
questing; l\fr. Trac:v to iuvestig·nte the facts and 
reverse the decisio11 of the Intemational secretary- to the ef-
fect that he, Bridgeman, was not entitled to a pension. ,Y ould 
such a letter as that have come to your attention, if it had 
been received f 
.A. It would have. 
Q. Did any such Iettel' ever come to your attention! 
A~ It did not. 
Q. Now, Mr. Bl'idgeman also h~stificd that he addressed 
on the same date, October 10, 1937, a letter whick \\~as ad-
dressed in the boch~ of the letter to the Members of the In-
ternational Executive Council of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, and which in the envelope was 
addressed to Mr. Bug-niazet, the International secretary. 
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Would such a letter as that have gone in the ordinary course 
of business to Mr. Bug11iazet 'l 
A. It would have. 
Q. Is Mr. Bugniazet's office in the same building as yours! 
A. On the same floor, in the same building. 
Q. Are you in touch ,vi.th him with any degree of fre-
quency! 
A. Well, I tfiink on an averag<~ of three or four times daily. 
'Q. Now, Mr. Bieretz, did you before the taking 
page 94 ~ of the depositions in this case about a month or six 
weeks ago, have a thorough search made of all the 
files of your office, that is to say, the president's office and 
the office of Mr. Bug11iazot, the International secretary, for 
all correspondence, data, and documents which in any way 
would throvt light on l\ir. Bridgeman 's case f 
A. I did. 
Q. ·was there as thorough a. search as could be made! 
A. It was an absolutely thorough search, as thorough as 
it w·as possible to make it. 
Q. Did any letter of October 10, 1937, or any other date,. 
from Mr. Bridgeman, addressed to Mr. Tracy, come to lig·ht? 
A. It did not, excepting a letter in whicl1 he told l'fr. 
Tracy that he did not have the authority to dispose of his 
case. 
Q. That was a letter of June, 19407 . 
A. Yes, tha.t is right, but you said, "or any other date". 
Q. That was the only letter from Bridgenum to Tracy 
that came to light? 
A. Yes, that is correct. 
The Court: For what length of time do you keep your 
correspondence? 
The Witness : You mean-
The Court: How far backf 
The ·witness: "Why, our files-we have tremen-
pag-e 95 ~ dons files-our letters are kept in what we call om· 
live files for five years. Correspondence five year~ 
old is moved down into the basement files, w·l1ere it remains 
for another five years. and tl1en it goes into what we call the 
file stock. I mean by that. it is no longer indexed then, it just 
f.?;oes into the dead material. 
The Court: Yon never destrov it! 
The ,vitness: We 11aven 't dPsf,roved anv since the Inte1·-
nationa l office ]ms been in Wasl1ington. When the Interna-
tional offic0 rnovPcl from Sprinp:fiekl. Ill.. down to Washing-
ton, tl1Pre was a lot of that dead material destroyed. 
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By .M:r . .Maupin: 
Q. When was that, .Mr. Bieretz J? 
A. rrhat was in about 1923 or 1924, when they moved from 
8 pringfield. 
The Court: 1928? 
The Witness: No, sir, 1923 or H12-l-, ,vhen they moved from 
8pring·field. ·we moved into quarters in the Machinists Build-
ing in vVashingtou, and about 1928 we acquired the building 
we are in now, and we moved from the Machinists Build-
ing to the building· we are now in. 
page 96 ~ By Mr. Maupin: 
Q. I think you said in 1923 the only thing de-
stroyed was the dead stuff which was then over ten years old! 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Now, did any letter from Mr. Bridgeman, addressed to 
the Members of the International Executive Council of the 
International Brotherhood of Jmectrical Workers, under date 
of October 10, 1937, or any other date, come to light '2 
A. It did not. 
Q. Have you kept in pretty close touch with the Bridge-
man case, both the original Bridgeman case and this Bridge-
man caset 
A. I can't say-I mean I didn't keep in touch with the orig·i-
nal Bridgeman case. The original Bridgeman case was han-
dled more exclusively by Secretary Bugniazet. 
Q. How about this one! 
A. This case, when the matter came into Secretary Bugnia~ 
zet's office, Secretary Bug11iazet took the matter up with the 
International president. In those conferences on intra-de-
partment matters, or matter8 affecfo1g the National offic.e or 
the local union, in som~ cases that seemed to be out of the 
ordinary, when the International president and the Interna-
tional secretary are in conference I am generally in those con-
ferences. 
Q. Then you lrnvc been in pretty close touch 
pag-e 97 ~ with the Bridg·emau matter ever since this second 
suit was broug·ht 1 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Now, have you been in conference both with the Inter-
national president and with the International secretary about 
iH 
A. I have. 
Q. Did you ever hear of either one of those letters at all 
they were testifying about this momingf 
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A. I never heard of one of those letters until I heard it 
read into the evidence here this morning. 
Q. Or anything of that character? 
A. Nothing·. The only thiug that ever came into that of-
fice to the best of my know ledge, and I think I am in a posi-
tion to know if it ever came into that office, even if it wai:; 
addressed to Buguiazet in this last case, the last part of the 
situation, I would positively know it, and there was nothing 
that ever came in there from Bridgeman excepting the letter 
we referred~ to before. 
Q. Now, then, this letter that was had by President rrracy 
on June 17, 1940, pl'ior to that were you jnstructed to get to-
gether all of the correspondence and records in the office 
that pertained to Bridgeman"? 
.A.. I had specific instructions from the International presi-
dent to get all material in the files bearing· on this case, either 
in the president's files or in the s~ereia ry ~s files, 
pag·e 98 ~ analyze them and file the facts that he should care-
fully scrutinize. 
Q. D1d you do that f 
A. I did. 
(~. And you say that these letters or nothing- like them 
came to light f 
A. They did not. 
Q. EHher these letters or anytl1h1g like them came to light? 
A. Nothing like them. 
Mr. Maupin: Take the witness. 
Mr. Madin: No crosR examination. 
J\Ir. Maupin: The defendant rests. 
pag·e 99 ~ Note: The case was arg;ued by coum;el. 
The Court: The Supreme Court has held that the plaintiff 
is entitled to the pension, that matter is res adfuaicata, and 
the defense now nttempted to be interposed to this action is 
a defense that could and should have been made in the former 
i-;;uit, hence is too late. The attempted expulsion of the plain-
tiff by the President of the defendant is void. None of tho 
sections of the by-laws 01' constitution give him that power 
in this case and the only ""'ay he can now be suspended or 
expelled would be in accordance with section five, Article 12, 
p. 13, of the Constitution. The judgment of the Court is that 
the plaintiff recover of the defendant $40.00 for each month 
the defendant has refused to pay the pension up to the time 
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this suit was brought, with interest from the end of each 
month, and with interest on $2.00 from the end of each month 
up to the time the plaintiff paid the same. 
page 100 ~ JUDGE'S CEltTIB'ICATE. 
I, B. D. °\¥hite, Judge of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, Virginia, who presided over the foregoing· trial . 
of the case of Fred Bridgeman v. International Brotherhood 
of Electrical ·workers, etc., on the 12th day of May, 1941, do 
certify that the foreg·oing is a true and correct copy and re-
port of all the evidence, together with all the motions, objec-
tions and exceptions on the part of the respective parties, the 
action of the court in respect thereto, all the evidence, to-
gether with all the niotions, ob.f eotions, and exceptions on the 
part of the respective parties, the action of the court in re-
.c;pect thereto; and all other incidents of the said trial of the 
said cause, with the motions, objections, and exceptions of 
the respective parties as therein set forth. 
As to the original exhibits introduced in evidence as shown 
lJy the foregoing report, to-wit: Plaintiff's Exhibits Nos. A 
to K, both inclusive, and Defendant's Exhibits 1 to 10, both 
inclusive, which have been initialed by me for the purpose of 
identification, it is agreed by the plaintiff and the defendant 
that they shall be transmitted to the Supreme Court of Ap-
peals as a part of the record in this case in lieu of certifying 
to the court a copy of said exhibits. 
I do further certify that the attorney for the plaintiff had 
reasonable notice, in writing, given by counsel for 
page 101 ~ the defendant of the time and place when the fore-
going report of the testimony, exhibits, excep-
tions, and other incidents of the trial would be tendered and 
presented to the undersigned for signature and authentica-
tion, and that the said report was presented to me on the 6th 
day of ,June, 1941, within less tlu-m sixt~~ days after the entry 
of the final judg1nent in said cauRe. 
Given under my hand this fith day of June, Hl41. 
B. D. ·wHITE, 
tludge of the Circuit Court of tlie City 
of Portsmouth, Virginie 
I, Kenneth A. Bain, Jr., Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
Circuit (!ourf of the City of Portsmouth, do hereby certify· 
that the foregoing is n true copy and report of the testimony·, 
exhibits, exceptions, and other incidents of the trial of the 
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case of Fred Bridgeman ·v. International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical ,v orkers, Etc., and that the original thereof and said 
copy, duly authenticated by the Judge of of said 
page 102 ~ court, were lodged and filed with me as clerk of 
the said court on the 6th day of June, 1941. 
KJijNNETH A. BAIN, tlR., 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of the Uity 
of Portsmouth, Virg-inia. · 
By DORIS V. MAJOR, Deputy. 
page 10:3 r I, Kenneth A. Bain,. J 1·., Clerk of the Circuit 
Court of the City of Portsmouth, Virginia, do cer-
tify that the foregoing is a frue transcript of the record in 
the case of Freel Bridgeman v. International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, Etc., lately pending in said court. 
I further certify that the same was not made up and com-
pleted and delivered until the attorney for the plaintiff re-
ceived due notice thereof, and of the intention of the defend-
ant to apply to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
for a writ of error and supersedeas to the judgment therein. 
KENNETH A. BAIN, JR., 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of tlie Citv 
of Portsmouth, Virginia. · 
By DOR.IS V. MAJOR, Deputy. 
Fee for copy of record $22.00. 
Teste: 
KENNETH A. BAIN, .JR., Clerk. 
page 104 ~ State of Virginia, 
City of Portsmouth, to-wit: 
I, Kenneth A. Bain, Jr., Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, in the State of Virginia, <lo hereby cer-
tify that. the forcg·oing is fl true transm;ipt of the record in 
the foregoing ca use; and I further certify that the notice re-
quired by Section 6339, Code of 1919, was dulv given in ac-
cordance with said section. · 
Given under my lumd this 24t11 day of .Tune, 1941. 
KENNETH A. BAIN, ,JR., Clerk. 
Ry DOR.IS V. l\IAJO-R, D. C. 
A Copy-Teste: 
M. B. ,v ATTS, C. C. 
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